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INTRODUCTION

PURPOSEANDGOALExpedited Site Characterization (ESC) is a project now being conducted
OFTHEPROJECT by Ames Laboratory for the Department of Energy (DOE), Office of

Technology Development (OTD). Its purpose is to speed the adoption of
innovative, state-of-the-art environmental characterization technologies
within DOE. The goal of this effort is to reduce restoration costs by
decreasing the time required to acquire, process, interpret, and
synthesize the chemical and hydrogeologic data needed to characterize a
site. Ames Laboratory will conduct field testing at a number of
contaminated sites in the Midwest during FY94 and FY95. The sites
include those containing volatile organic compounds (VOCs), heavy
metals, and radiological species in the subsurface.

The main value of geophysics to the ESC project is the ability to locate
underground sources of contaminants (e.g., leaking drums or
underground storage tanks), to help map conductive or energy-reflective
contaminant plumes from leaking vessels, and to help map local
hydrogeologic features such as fracture zones.

ABOUTTHIS REPORT WHAT THIS REPORT COVERS

Methods and Instruments for Field Testing

This report describes nonintrusive or minimally intrusive surface
geophysical methods and specific instruments that could be considered
for field testing during the ESC project, including their supporting
software. For each geophysical method, several competing instrument
systems are commercially available for purchase or rental. Some of these
were introduced in the last 12 months; because they are new, they are
not supported by field case-history papers. Most, however, are proven
technologies that have been in use for mining exploration and
engineering applications. More recently, they have been used at
environmentally impaired sites, including DOE Integrated
Demonstration Sites, and have been upgraded over time through the
design of better field hardware and improved software. Both new and
proven instrument systems are discussed in this report, but we did not
include emerging technologies being funded through other OTD
programs.
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ABOUTTHISREPORTGeophysical Technologies

_cont'd) This report covers five classes of geophysical technologies:

• Magnetics

• Electrical/electromagnetic

• Seismic reflection

• Gamma-ray spectrometry

• Metal-specific spectrometry.

Except for radiometry, no other classes of geophysical technologies are
specific for direct detection of the types of contaminants present at the
selected sites.

For each of the five classes covered, the report gives a general
description of the methodology, its field use, and its general applicability
to the ESC Project. In addition, the report gives a sample of the most
promising instruments available for each class, including the following
information:

• Hardware/software attributes

• Purchase and rental costs

• Survey rate and operating costs

• Other applicable information based on case history and field
evaluations.

' INFORMATION SOURCES

The sources of information used to compile this report include published
case histories, technique evaluation reports, and manufacturers' sales
literature. Brochures and price lists from a number of manufacturers are
attached. The author apologizes for any errors or omissions that might
result in inaccurate or incomplete descriptions of instruments or
software.
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MAGNETICS

DESCRIPTION APPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS

Magnetics is a rapid, reliable technique for locating buried steel drums,
tanks, and other iron and steel objects in landfills. Man-made
ferromagnetic items possess two types of magnetization: a component
induced by the earth's field (the induced component) and a permanent
component acquired during manufacture. The permanent component
may be several times larger than the induced component, and, among
similar objects, it often varies in both direction and intensity. For this
reason, tanks can yield both positive and negative magnetic anomalies,
the latter if the steel contains a strong reverse magnetization (Schutts
and Nicholls, 1991).

Interference by Noise

Field tests indicate that a single 55-gaUon drum (a convenient unit to
quantify magnetic detection) shallower than 3 m should produce a
magnetic field disturbance large enough to be detected by a
magnetometer or a vertical gradiometer. 1 However, the presence of
noise, both natural and man-made, produces false anomalies and
obscures the anomalies sought.

Geologicol Noise

Geological noise is not a serious problem in the sedimentary rock
environments of the midwestern U.S. but could become a problem in
areas of volcanic rocks. However, the size of the signals from tanks and
drums at shallow burial depths are apt to be large, 500 to 4000 nT
(Schutts and Nichols, 1991), and therefore much larger than most
geological noise effects.

Cultural Noise

Noise from industrial activities, such as railroads and steel buildings, is a
more common and serious problem. Surface noise sources would limit
the ability to detect small buried objects but can be effectively reduced.
Reduction is achieved by making vertical

1A magnetic gradiometer consists of two identical sensors spaced roughly one meter
apart and carried on a rigid staff. The output is the difference in the magnetic fields at
the two locations, thus nuUing all fields the locations have in common, such as the
natural time-varying field.

i
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DESCRIPTION¢co_'_J gradient measurements using a two-sensor gradiometer to suppress
distant noise sources off to one side. However, gradient measurements
also reduce the size of the anomaly sought, hence the depth at which a
buried ferromagnetic object can be detected. For example, field
experiments at the Stanford University test site indicate that the
probability of detecting and locating drums deeper than 3 m below the
surface with a gradiometer is not high. On the other hand, Geometrics, a
manufacturer of tools for site characterization, claims detection at depths
of up to 9 m with a single sensor over nonmagnetic soils.

Drum Count Limitation

In the absence of cultural noise, magnetics provides good lateral
resolution of buried sources and an approximate estimate of source
depth, but only a rough estimate of the number of drums present. The
factor limiting the accuracy of the drum count is that all drums have a
permanent magnetization (or remanence) with direction and intensity
that varies from drum to drum. As a result, the apparent dipole moment
from a collection of drums, whether stacked or dumped randomly into a
burial pit, may not provide a good estimate of the number of drums
present.

DATA ANALYSIS METHOD

If the magnetic data are collected as continuous profiles or as a set of
closely-spaced individual readings of field and vertical gradient, Euler
deconvolution is a quasi-automatic method for picking the location and
estimating the depth of ferromagnetic sources. A commercial software
package called GRIDEPTH (Geosoft Inc., Toronto, Canada) is available
to perform Euler deconvolution.

INSTRUMENTATIONENVI-MAG ENVIRONMENTAL MAGNETOMETER/

AVAILABLE GRADIOMETER SYSTEM

This system features one of the newest proton-precession-type
magnetometers to be developed specifically for rapid ground surveys.
The device measures the scalar total magnetic field and/or its vertical
gradient. Because proton-precession-type magnetometers are not vector
instruments like flux-gate magnetometers, this device requires no
orientation. It is manufactured by Scintrex, Concord, Ontario, Canada.

Software Support

PC-compatible software is included to download data to a PC. A variety
of software is available at extra cost for interpretation and contouring.
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INSTRUMENTATIONCost/Rental Information
AVAILABLEtcont'dj

Purchase
............ .

Item Price

Gradiometer system $6,995
, . ,w

Magnetometer only 5,450
,i . ,, ,,,,,,..,,. , ,

Upgrade to a simultaneous 1,620
gradiometer

Rental

Item Price

Gradiometer system $1,000/mo*

Magnetometer only 850/mo*....

*Plus base charge of approximately $180.

Survey Rate

The operator can select sampling rates from the basic 2-s charging time
(0.1-nT accuracy) to the faster 0.5-s charging time (5-nT sensitivity).
Other features include:

• "Walking-mag" feature for rapid reconnaissance

• Ability to plot profiles on an LCD display

• Internal storage capacity for 28,000 readings, expandable to 200,000
readings.

One person could collect over 1000 station readings per day. At current
labor rates, the cost per data point would amount to roughly $1 to $2,
excluding costs to establish a station grid. Full data-acquisition cost,
including transportation, equipment, supervision, and daily subsistence,
is likely to add 100%, bringing the total cost per data point up to $2 to $3.

PORTABLE GRADIOMETER MODEL G-856AG

Manufactured by Geometrics of Sunnyvale, CA, this instrument is the
gradiometer version of the G-856A proton-precession magnetometer.
The receiver stores up to 2850 pairs of gradiometer readings.
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INSTRUMENTATIONGradiometer sensitivity is 0.10 nT/m when a 0.9-m (3-foot) separation

AVAILABLE(coat'd) between sensors is used. The gradiometer may be configured in any
direction, but a vertical gradiometer is the preferred orientation.

Software Support

A free software package provides automatic diurnal correction,
averaging, filtering, profiling, contouring, and modeling of total field or
gradient data.

Cost/Rental Information

Purchase

The purchase prices is $4950 for the magnetometer plus $1620 for the
gradiometer option.

Rental

The standard rental rate is 0.5% of purchase price per day plus 1% of
price for mobilization.

Survey Rate

This instrument does not have the "walking mag" feature of the Scintrex
ENVI-MAG. Consequently, the operator must stop longer at each
station to take readings, and therefore the survey rate is slightly lower
than that for the Scintrex ENVI-MAG.

Case History Information

Schutt and Nichols (1991) give a good case history for the G-856A at an
industrial site in South Carolina, where the instrument was used with

electromagnetic surveying devices to map over 4572 m (15,000 feet) of
pipe and over 100 tanks ranging in size from 1.04 to 378 m 3 (275 to
100,000 gallons).

CESIUM MAGNETOMETER (MODEL G-822L)

To our knowledge Geometrics, Sunnyvale, CA, is the only company still
manufacturing a cesium magnetometer for ground aearches. This device
is the commercial equivalent of a detection system developed as part of
the company's military ordnance detection project. It provides a
sensitivity of 0.1 nT with a heading error of + InT.
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INSTRUMENTATIONSoftware Support

AVAILABLEtcoa'aJ The console has a 5-digit display and an RS-232 output link so that
individual readings may be transferred to a small PC that can be carried
by the operator. Geometrics provides software to handle the data-
logging process, including profiling and contouring the corrected data.

Cost/Rental Information

Purchase

The purchase price is $14,500 for the magnetometer plus $3285 for the
portable data-acquisition system, which includes the MAGLOC
processing software package.

Rental

The system can be rented for $89/day plus a $178 mobilization fee.
Shipping and insurance are extra.

Survey Rate

The relatively small, lightweight, battery-powered unit is designed for
rapid surveying. GeomeVrics reports on a test survey where the G-822L
with its RS-232 interface took 2660 readings over an area of 1600 m2 in 30
minutes. Readings were taken at intervals of 0.15 m along lines 4 m
apart. The survey rate reduced the survey time by 75% compared to a
previous survey with the Geometrics G-856AX proton-precession
Memory-Mag®, but because the two surveys were not run in identical
fashion, it would be hard to make a fair comparison.

Application to the ESC

For standard ground surveys, this type of magnetometer or gradiometer
provably has some speed and sensitivity advantages over proton-
precession types, but these qualities have to be weighed against a much
higher equipment cost.

SURFACE-TOWED ORDNANCE LOCATOR SYSTEM (STOLS)

In a recent development, Geo-Centers, Inc., Newton, MA, has developed
the STOLS with funding from the Naval Research Laboratory and some
assistance from Sandia National Laboratories and the Army

7
J
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iNSTRUMENTATION Environmental Center. The system employs an array of seven cesium

AVAILABLE(c_'_ magnetometers. It is mounted on an off-road vehicle and comes
complete with computer-controUed data-acquisition, data-processing,
and global-positioning systems. Moving at a speed of 5.6 to 8.0 km/h,
the vehicle can map 0.10 to 0.14 km2/day (25 to to 35 acres/day),
according to sales information. The cost per 0.004 km 2 (1 acre) for this
system is approximately $2230, assuming an average rate of 0.05
km 2/day (12.5 acres/day). STOLS was tested by Sandia at the Mixed
Waste Landfill Integrated Demonstration in 1993.

Because the vehicle-driven system is applicable to large open areas, Geo-
Centers is presently attempting to commercialize a hand-held/man-
portable version of the system (Beers, 1993).

RAPID GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYOR

The Rapid Geophysical Surveyor (RGS) is an automated magnetic
gradiometer system developed by INEL in 1992 under the Buried Waste
Integrated Demonstration Program. The RGS is now being
commercialized by Sage Earth Sciences Company, Idaho Falls, Idaho.
The System consists of a flux-gate vertical gradiometer mounted on a
one-wheeled vehicle that can be hand-pushed. Positioning information
is recorded via wheel rotation. In demonstrations, the RGS collected
magnetic data at a maximum rate of 25,000 points per hour, or 30 to 300
times faster than a conventional hand-held gradiometer (DOE, 1993).

REFERENCES Beers, R.H., 1993, "Cleaning up with STOLS," The Military Engineer,
Sept.-Oct., pp. 68--69.

DOE-ID, 1993, Technology Information Profile (Rev. 2) for ProTech,
DOE ProTech Database, TrP Reference: ID-121213.

EG&G Geometrics Sales Brochure, no date.

Schutts, L.D., and D.G. Nichols, 1991, "Surface Geophysical Definition of
Groundwater Contamination and Buried Waste: Case Studies of

Electrical Conductivity and Magnetic Applications," in Proceedings of the
5th National Outdoor Action Conference on Aquifer Restoration, Ground
Water Monitoring and Geophysical Methods, May 13-16, 1991, Las Vegas,
NV (Dublin, OH, Water Well Journal Publishing Co., 1991), pp. 889-903.
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ELECTRICAL/ELECTRO/vb GNETIC
METHODS

DESCRIPTION APPLICATIONS

The E/EM methods and instruments discussed in this section are used
for a variety of reasons:

1. To map the electrical conductivity of the ground and detect
anomalous conductors,

2. To detect magnetic objects, or

3. To detect voltage variations on the surface related to fluid flow and
chemical conditions near the surface.

A combination of methodsmmagnetic and E/E_A--would be needed to
differentiate between conductivity anomalies cauaed by metaUic storage
containers and the adjacent or subjacent zones of leaking contaminants.

E/EM methods have been used in many environmental site
characterization applications:

* Mapping variations in soil conductivity

* Mapping depths to bedrock or groundwater

• Detecting buried man-made conductive and magnetic objects

• Mapping conductive contaminant plumes such as acid mine drainage

• Detecting fiberglass tanks filled with corrosive liquids with high
conductivity

• Mapping resistive contaminant plumes such as leaking organic fluids

• Mapping geologic contacts and discontinuities such as buried fluvial
channels.

Unique to the self-potential method are three other applications:

• Detection of chemical corrosion of buried drums

• Detection of leaking dams and ponds

• Detection of liquid and gaseous hydrocarbon flows.
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DESCRIPTIONrc_'_ For all E/EM techniques, the questions of survey rate, equipment and
operating costs, depth of investigation, reliability and interpretability of
results are extremely important to expedited site characterization.

CONVENTIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF E/EM METHODS

Inductive Methods

Inductive methods require minimal contact with the ground. Eddy
currents are induced by creating a time-varying electromagnetic field by
using a loop antenna or a grounded electric dipole, the former being the
standard for site characterization work. The earth response is measured
by means of a second loop antenna connected to an amplifier/receiver.

Inductive methods tend to be more rapid than conductive methods and
safer to apply where soils are contaminated. One disadvantage of
inductive methods is that inductive-coupling noise sources arise from
human activities in most industrial sites, e.g., grounded steel fences,
underground utilities, railroad tracks, buildings.

Inductive methods fall into two categories: those that obtain data at one
or more narrow-baredfrequencies (the frequency-domain or FEM
instruments) and those that obtain broadband information by detecting
eddy-current decay in the earth after the rapid termination of a current
pulse in a transmitter loop (the time-domain or TEM instruments). The
more rapidly one is able to measure current decay in the earth after
current "shut-off" in the transmitter loop, the greater will be the
resolution of shallow conductivity effects.

FEMInstruments

FEM instruments, such as simple metal or ordnance detectors, are used
primarily to search for shallow conductors and magnetic objects. These
instruments have tremendous application when rapid profiling and
simple, lightweight instrumentation are the prime requirements. FEM
systems consist of a pair of small ferrite-core loops. Their circuitry is
tuned to one or several operating frequencies, and they yield
measurements in terms of the in-phase and/or quadrature amplitudes
or phase difference between current in the transmitter loop and voltage
detected. A predse geometrical relation between the loops must be
maintained to get meaningful readings.

10
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DESCRIPTIONrr.t' TWUl,.aru,..a..

TEM instruments are used primarily when it is necessary to obtain a
more complete 3-D mapping of the subsurface conductivity distribution,
but when speed of operation is not a prime requirement. For TEM
readings, the control of loop orientation need not be as strict as for i_EM
readings.

Trammltter.Detector Configurations

TEM and FEM employ a variety of transmitter-detector configurations;
the three most common configurations are:

Coaxial, coplanar, horizontal transmitter and detector loops (the
central-loop mode)

• Coplanar horizontal loops a fixed offset distance apart (the Slingram
mode)

• A long grounded electric dipole or large loop transmitter far outside
the area of interest and fixed in position (the Turam mode).

Except for Turam, which is normally employed for its greater depth of
investigation, all configurations require that the transmitter and detector
move in tandem to each new measuring position.

The depth of investigation depends on frequency and loop separation,
larger depths requiring lower frequencies and larger loop separations
but at the loss of near-surface resolution. A wide-enough bandwidth is
therefore necessary to achieve a balance between resolution and
adequate depth of investigation.

R_,ference

MacLean (1992) evaluated 19 commercially available inductive EM
ground systems in terms of their applicability for waste site
characterization, and his report gives an excellent overview of the
technology. Only a sampling of the more promising techniques for
expedited site characterization is discussed in the following sections.

MacLean, H.D., 1992, Commercially Available Broadband Electromagnetic
Systems for U.S. Department of Energy Waste-Site Characterization, Chem-
Nuclear Geotech, Inc., U.S. DOE, Grand Junction Projects Office, Grand
Junction, CO, GJPO-GP-2, 29 pp. plus a 49-page appendix.

11
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DESCRIPTION ConductiveMethods
Conductive methods require the insertion of time-varying currents
directly into the ground by means of a pair of electrodes and the
measurement of the resulting voltages across other pairs of electrodes.
The electrodes are laid out in one of several standard arrays to simplify
data acquisition, and the electrode array is moved over the area of
interest. Such methods include dc resistivity, induced polarization, and
spectral resistivity. Because depth of investigation for induced
polarization/resistivity depends on inter-elec_ode separation and
ground conductivities, these techniques have good sensitivity in shallow
conditions when used with tightly-spaced electrode arrays. Their
disadvantages are:

• They cannot be used easily in paved areas.

• They sometimes require much moving of wires, cables, or electrodes.

• Decontamination procedures may have to be followed in areas of
contaminated soil.

Conductive methods include:

• Simple resistivity in which ground resistivity, expressed in terms of an
apparent resistivity (Pa), is measured at a single frequency close to dc

• Induced polarization in which a frequency-varying Pa is measured
over a limited range of frequencies from nearly dc to several Hz

• Spectral resistivity in which Pa is measured over a broad bandwidth of
upto I kHz.

As a rough rule of thumb, depth of investigation for in-line electrode
arrays is less than about 0.15 times the distance between current
electrodes. Thus, to achieve a nominal depth of investigation of 30 m,
current electrodes have to be separated by more than 200 m.

TIME-DOMAIN INSTRUMENTATION AVAILABLE

ELECTRO-
MAGNETICS PROTEM U System

This system has been used for geotechnical work for several years. It is
one of a series of PROTEM systems manufactured by Geonics Ltd.,
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada, employing this company's lightweight
PROTEM 57 receiver. The system's major feature is its relative light
weight and low cost.

12
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TIME-DOMAIN The system consists of the PROTEM 57 receiver and the TEM47
ELECTRO- transmitter. The transmitter delivers 2 A into a 40-m single-turn loop

and has a turn-off time of 2.5 _. The eddy current decay is measured atMAGNETICStco,,t' j
20 logarithmically spaced gates covering the time range of 6 _s to 80 _s
after current turn-off and at 20 additional time gates (or data channels as
they are often called) from 80 _Lsto 8 ms. Under these conditions, the
depth of investigation ranges from a few meters (5 according to the
m_mufacturer's spec sheets) to over 100 m below the surface.

The 5-m, eight-turn transmitter loop Geonics provides is preferable for
most site characterization applications because it is easier to use in tight,
constricted areas. However, because of its higher inductance, this loop
has a longer turn-off time and is therefore less able to provide the very
early time information needed to resolve near-surface conditions.

SoftwareSupport

TEMIX Plus from interpex, Golden, CO, accepts PROTEM data. It
computes both foward and inverse 1-D models and produces a 1-D
layered model plot (up to five layers) along each profile. This code
requires a 386 PC or later with a math coprocessor. Geonics provides
standard PC display software that allows the user to plot profiles of the
data channels. These "stacked" profiles are useful for detecting
individual conductive features, such as edges of pits or buried tanks.

CostRental Information

Purchase

The basic PROTEM II System costs $36,510.

Rental

Rental of the system directly from Geonics or from one of its distributors
is possible at a cost of around 0.5 % of the purchase price per week, plus
shipping.

SurveyRate

Typical of TEM soundings, data acquisition tends to be cumbersome and
slow because it is necessary to move transmitter and receiver loops for
each station reading and because each reading requires several minutes
for stacking and averaging up to 1000 decay curves. The survey rate
could be doubled by using multiple detector coils, e.g., one on each side

13
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TIME-DOMAIN of the transmitter coil. Costs are roughly $400 to $500 per profile with a
ELECTRO- three-man crew. Daily production was 200 stations with a separation of

2 m. A data logger is built into the PROTEM 57 receiver.MAGNETICSt,t'dJ

Using a 1-m-diameter air-core detector loop, one can also measure the
horizontal components of the decay field in addition to the vertical
component. This procedure would increase survey time, but if used
selectively, could help resolve the depth and location of individual
conductors.

CaseHistory Information

Mac Lean, H.D., 1993, Time Domain Electromagnetic Survey o/Three Waste
Burial Pits at INEL Radioactive Waste Management Complex, Preliminary
Report: TI_ AL 911201-G2, Chem-Nuclear Geotech, Inc., U.S. DOE,
Grand Junction Projects Office, GJPO-GP-5, 23 pp. plus appendices.

Applicability to the ESCProject

One of the drawbacks of this system is that important information in the
uppermost 5 m cannot be resolved. A second drawback, common to all
time-domain electromagnetic systems, is that they are relatively
complex, and field surveys are best done by a trained crew. For this
reason, we recommend that a qualified geophysical service contractor be
hired to provide both equipment and crew.

GeneralReferences

Hoekstra, P., R. Lahti, J. Hild, C.R. Bates, and D. Phillips, 1992, "Case
Histories of Shallow Time-Domain Electromagnetics in Environmental
Site Assessment," Groundwater Monitoring Research, Fall, pp. 110-117.

NT-20 TEM System

The NT-20 TEM system, manufactured by Zonge Engineering and
Research Organization, Tucson, AZ, consists of the NanoTEM TEM
transmitter which drives a loop on the ground. Decay fields are detected
by means of a smaller coaxial horizontal loop, and the signal voltages are
input to the digital, broadband GDP-16/3 receiver. Normally, over 100
decay signals are stacked and averaged to reduce noise. The actual
number of data stacks needed may be determined by monitoring error-
bar information displayed on the console.

14
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TIME-DOMAIN A feature of this new transmitter is that it is engineered to drive loops 5,

ELECTRO- 10, 20, 50, and 100 m in diameter. Because dipole moment increases

]_GNETICS (cost'@ linearly with loop area, the larger the loop area, the greater the depth of
investigation. For the shallow exploration typical of most site
characterizations or in tight areas where a large area loop cannot be
deployed, the 5-m loop could be used. Not only does the smaller and
lighter loop speed up the survey, but the lower loop inductance permits
a faster turn-off of the energy stored in the loop. For this reason, the
decay field can be measured sooner, 0.7 _ts after current turn-off, so that
the measurements are sensitive to conditions in the first meter.

So/_are Support

The Interpex TEMIX Plus code accepts data from the GDP-16 receiver
and calculates a 1-D inversion for each station on a profile. These 1-D
inversions are pieced together to create 2-D sections and 3-D displays.
This approach is adequate where the earth approximates a stratified
condition. However, in most locales, 1-D inversions lead to a "fuzzy"
image of true resistivity conditions. Typically, the best these inversions
can do is to resolve three layers.

Complete software for TEM data processing, 1-D data inversion, and
plotting of contoured resistivity cross-sections may also be obtained
directly from the manufacturer. At the present time, graphical displays
of the subsurface conductivity (or its numerical inverse resistivity) are
constructed from individual 1-D inversions at separated stations along
profile lines.

CostRental/nformatlon

The complete system package, including software, costs approximately
$54,000. The system can be rented on a daily rate basis, with a 10-day
minimum rental period. There is a one-day rental-preparation charge
and round-trip shipping at cost.

SurveyRates

A two-person crew is required to handle this relatively complex system.
Survey rate information has not been provided by the manufacturer, but
based on experience, a well-trained crew should be able to collect about
60 soundings per day over relatively level and open ground using a 20-
m square-loop transmitter antenna. Under these conditions, the
minimum operating cost would be approximately $30 per sounding
($1800 per day), including equipment rental costs.
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TIME-DOMAIN (:as,History Information

ELECTRO- Because the NanoTEM is new, there are no published case history
_GN[]'[CS (co_'dJ accounts of the system.

Applicability to the ESCProject

Although its cost is slightly higher than that of the Geonics PROTEM
System, the NT-20 has a faster turn-off time, and this makes it more
applicable to shallow investigations.

Geonics EM61

Commercially available since January 1993, the Geonics EM61 is a
buried-metal detector designed for rapid detection of metallic targets
such as drums and underground storage tanks. It consists of a pair of
coaxial, horizontal air-cored coils (1 m x I m) on a frame to which wheels
can be attached for towing. One of the coils, which serves as the
transmitter, generates bipolar EM pulses at the rate of 150 per second (75
Hz). Both coils detect the secondary fields during the off-times between
pulses. A time delay is built into the receiver so that the early time
response from the earth is not measured; only the later time decay
currents from more conductive metallic targets are integrated. A two-
coil detection system gives a gradient measurement, which reduces the
noise from fences and other nonrelevant noise sources.

Software Support

Up to 10,000 records may be stored in the receiver memory, but an
OmniData 600 or 700 Series data logger is now supplied with the EM61,
so that up to 20,000 records, or 5 hours of field data, may be stored. The
data are then downloaded into a PC for plotting. Geonics uses the
GEOSOFTmapping software to produce contour maps in units of signal
strength expressed in inV.

CostRental Informat/on

Purchase

The complete EM61 system, including trailer and an OmniData 600 data
logger, sells for approximatly $12,000.

Rental

The rental cost is $425 per week, for periods of one to three weeks. A
minimum rental of one week is required, and rates decrease for periods
longer than three weeks.
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TIME-DOMAIN surv,ysate
ELECTRO-
MAGNETICStc, t'#J Despite its size and weight (about 80 kg with trailer accesories), the

EM61 can be operated by a single person. The survey rate and operating
cost should be comparable to that for a magnetic gradiometer.

CaseHistory Information

Because this is a new instrument, there are no case histories for it as yet.
In company sales literature, Geonics shows comparative survey results
obtained with the EM61 and a magnetic g'radiometer over the Columbia
Test Site, University of Waterloo, where drums, pipes, and sheet metal
have been buried in a nonmagnetic soil. All objects, including a single
drum at a depth of 2 m, were detected and well resolved spatially.
There were no false signals. Geonics states that the EM61 can also be
operated in a mode that screens out signals from pieces of scrap meta;
buried at very shallow depths. The depth and size of the buried object
are inferred from data on anomaly height versus width.

Applicability to the £$CProject

The EM61 competes with magnetics and the EM31 (discussed next) for
the detection of ferrous materials and with GPR for the detection of

nonferrous conductive metals. Although the EM61 cannot distinguish
between ferrous and nonferrous objects, it seems to be able to resolve
both very well. Its main advantages over magnetics are:

• Its response is not impaired by strengths and directions of remanent
magnetization.

• It does not give the confusing dipolar anomalies characteristic of
magnetics.

Its ability to detect a single 55-gaUon drum, in terms of depth, is about
the same as for a magnetometer and somewhat better than for the EM31.
Its main advantages over GPR are:

• It responds to nonferrous conductors at greater depths than possible
with GPR.

• Its display is simpler.

References
.

Geonics, Ltd., no date, Buried Metal Detection with the EM61, company
brochure.
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FREQUENCY- INSTRUMENTATION AVAILABLE
DOMAINELECTRO-
MAGNETICS EM31 Soil Conductivity Meter

This is a one-person, single-frequency instrument consisting of two
coplanar loops 3.7 m apart built into a rigid boom and operating at
18 kHz. Manufactured by Geonics, Ltd. of Mississauga, Ontario, Canada,
the EM31 is designed on the principle that, at low induction numbers
(defined as the ratio of loop separation to skin depth), the quadrature
signal is directly proportional to the average conductivity of the near
surface, usually to a depths of less than 6 m. In high-conductivity areas,
such as soils contaminated by salts due to irrigation and evaporation,
this condition is not likely to be true, and corrections have to be made for
nonlinearity.

Operated from a shoulder sling, the EM31 can be used only in the
vertical dipole mode. Laid on the ground, it may be rotated into the
horizontal dipole mode as well. This mode has less depth of exploration,
and so may have some advantage in particular situations.

The EM31 has a switch-selectable feature that converts it to an in-phase-
only reading device. In this mode, it is sensitive to the presence of steel
drums and other man-made items with a high magnetic permeability.
Geonics reports that a single 55-gaUon drum can be detected at a depth
of 2 m below the surface.

Software Support

The EM31 provides data directly calibrated in units of conductivity
(mS/m), and these data require no further processing in applications
where a rapid mapping of near-surface conductivity suffices. To speed
up data acquisition, individual readings may be stored sequentially on
an auxiliary data logger and then downloaded to a PC at the end of the
session. Software for the EM31 is discussed in the next section on the
Geonics EM34-3. A graphics package is needed to plot data as profiles
and as iso-conductivity contour maps.

CostRental Information

Purchase

Purchase Price: $12,985.
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FREQUENCY- R_,tal

DOMAINELECTRO"$450 per week for one to three weeks. A one-week minimum is
MAGNETICS(cant'd) required. Shipping is extra. Rates decline for periods longer than three

weeks.

SurveyRates

This is an extremely rapid geophysical-measurement technique because
there is no instrument setup required and the readings are
instantaneous. With the instrument carried on a shoulder sling, readings
may be taken almost as fast as the operator can walk between stations.
To speed up operations, a second person can serve as note taker/data
recorder, although it is possible to utilize an electronic data logger. Over
200 stations per day are possible. In one case history, a two-person crew
surveyed a 24,282-m2 (6-acre) tract in 6 hours. Again using the $1800 per
day operating cost for a two-person crew, the cost amounts to only $300

, per acre.

CaseHistory Information

Goldstein et al. (1990) used the EM31 and the EM34-3 (see next section)
together to help map a conductive plume. Used by itself, the EM31
would not have detected the plume.

Applicability to the ESCProject

A fast and reliable instrument, virtually unchanged since it was
introduced 15 years ago, the EM31 is probably the most often used EM
system for enviromnental site studies. In a few documented cases, it
appears to have been the only EM technique run over a site.

For most site characterization efforts, the EM31 should not be the only
EM technique used. There are better anomaly detectors, and it provides
limited information on subsurface conductivity. Its greatest value is in
mapping variations in shallow conductivity, and thus it can be
extremely useful for mapping changes in shallow bedrock geology and
landfill boundaries (McQuown et al., 1991). It requires little training
unless used with an auxiliary data logger, for which some instruction is
needed.
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FREQUENCY- The readings are mainly sensitive to soil moisture and thus to soil type,
DOMAINELECTRO- seasonal meteorological effects, and local drainages, as well as to nearby
MAGNETICS(cut'#) metal objects. While the EM31 can be used to detect buried

ferromagneticobjects,itssensitivitytothem isnotasgoodasa
magnetometer.On theotherhand,theEM31 responseisindependentof
remanentmagnetizationeffects,whichmay behighlyvariableand
whichwouldthereforecomplicatetheinterpretationofstandard
magneticsurveys.TheEM31 isalsolesslikelytobeaffectedbyman-
made steelstructuresonthesurfacethanasinglemagneticdetector.

Reference

McQuown, M.S., S.R. Becker, and P.T. Miller, 1991, "Subsurface
Characterization of a Landfill Using Integrated Geophysical
Techniques," in Proceedingsof the 5th National Outdoor Action Conference
on Aquifer Restoration, Ground Water Monitoring and GeophysicalMethods,
May 13-16, 1991, Las Vegas, NV (Dublin, OH; Water Well Joumal
Publishing Co., 1991), pp. 933-946.

EM34-3 Soil Conductivity Meter

The EM34-3 system is a ground-conductivity instrument consisting of a
pair of coils that are moved in tandem along a survey line at fixed
separations of 10, 20, and/or 40 m. The coils may be operated in two
modes: the vertical-dipole mode (with the coils held horizontally and
coplanar) and the horizontal-dipole mod_ (with the coils standing on
edge and coplanar). This system is manufactured by Geonics, Ltd. of
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada, and is often used in conjunction with the
EM31. Like the EM31, it provides direct conductivity readings, but bf
utilizing all three coil separations and the two-coil configuration modes,
one can obtain a sufficient number of data points for a rough 1-D
inversion.

Software Support

Interpex provides software specific to the EM31 and EM34-3 for PCs (386
or later, MS-DOS 3.1 or later with a math coprocessor). Not only does
this EMIX34plus software jointly invert all EM31 and EM34-3 data for
all separations and coil configurations, but it also accepts data from the
auxiliary data logger.

CostRental Information

Purchase

Purchase price: $18,900
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FREQUENCY- R_tal
DOMAINELECTRO-$740perweekforonetothreeweeks.A minimumrentalofoneweekis
MAGNETICS lcost'@ required.Shippingisextra.Ratesdeclineforlongerperiods.

SurveyRate

An experienced two-person crew would be able to make roughly 200
station readings per day. However, because the reference cable must be
changed for each of the three possible coil separations, it is convenient to
run complete surveys, one coil separation at a time. Consequently, the
survey area must be retraced three times in order to obtain the most
complete depth coverage possible. Assuming high-resolution coverage
is desired with station and line separations of 5 m, it would require two
days of effort for 4047 m 2 (1 acre) for all three coil separations. With 144
stations per acre, the cost of data acquisition amounts to roughly $25 per
station for all three separations.

CaseHistory Information

Goldstein et al. (1990) describe a situation in which the EM34-3 was used
to map a shallow plume of conductive water leaking from unlined
ponds.

Applicability to the E$CProject

The EM34-3 represents an alternative method to TEM for obtaining the
shallow conductivity distribution. Because two and preferably all three
coil separations are needed per station, the technique may not be more
rapid than TEM. It does not have the vertical resolution of TEM, and the
readings require correction in areas of high conductivity.

References

MacLean, H.D., 1992, Commercially Available Broadband Electromagnetic
Systems for U.S. Department of Energy Waste-Site Characterization, Chem-
Nuclear Geotech, Inc., U.S. DOE, Grand Junction Projects Office, Grand
Junction, CO, GJPO-GP-2, 29 pp. plus a 49-page appendix.
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SELF-POTENTIALSelf-potentialanomaliesaregeneratedby theflowsoffluid,heat,and
MEASUREMENTSionsintheearth,andsothetechniquehasbeenusedfordetectionof

oxidizingmetaldrumsorpipelinesandseepagefrompondsand dams.
Thistechniquemaps thestaticelectricpotentialoverthesurfacerelative
toabasestationby utilizingapairofnonpolarizingelectrodes
connectedviareelsandwiretoadigitalvoltmeter.Thereaderis
referredtothereviewandtutorialpaperon thesubjectofself-potential
measurementsandequipmentby Corwin(1990).

INSTRUMENTATION AVAILABLE

Practitionersofself-potentialmethodsnormallymake theirown copper-
coppersulfateelectrodesandbuywire,reels,adiggingtool,anda
digitalvoltmeterfromcommercialsources.Thevoltmetershouldhavea
highinputimpedance(10M_) andalow-passfiltertoreject60-Hz
noise.

/

Supporting Software

Correctedreadingsareplottedinbothprofileandcontourformby
availabledata-displaysoftware.Detailedinterpretationsareoftenmade
bycomparingdatatosimplecurvesgeneratedforpointand linesources
andsinksofheat,fluidflow,orionicflowduetochemicalreactions.

TheprogramSPXCPL permitsa2-Danalyticalsolution,buthasrequired
amorepowerfulmachinethanaPC duetomemory needsandexecution
time.To ourknowledge,nooneoffersacompleteself-potentialsoftware
package,buttherearespecialprogramsavailable,suchasthenew 2-D
codePTSP (Yasukawa,1993),whichcalculatesthesurfaceself-potential
fromthedistributionofsubsurfacefluidvelocities.The fluidvelocities

arefirstcalculatedfrompressureandtemperaturesourcesandsinks.

Cost/Rental Information

The total cost for a complete set of instrumentation should be less than
$2000.

Survey Rate

A self-potential survey can be conducted by measuring the potential
difference between the ends of a fixed-length wire whose trailing end is
"leap-frogged" over the leading end for successive readings. A two-
person crew is needed. Self-potential may also be measured by moving
a single electrode, the base electrode remaining fixed. In this mode of
operation, the one-person crew must _arry reel with sufficient wire. In
either mode, an experienced crew can obtain over 100 station readings
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SELF-POTENTIAL perday.Thisequatestoasurveycostontheorderof$1000perlinekm,
MEASUREMENTSassumingstationseparationsarevariedfrom 10m down toI m inareas

(wt'@ where detailingisrequired.

Case History Information

Most published case histories pertain to minerals or geothermal
exploration. For engineering problems, self-potential has been used
mainly to map the locations of leakage from dams and ponds.

Corwin (1990) provides an extensive bibliography on this topic. The
self-potential anomalies from pond leaks are typically very small
negatives (about-1 to -5 mV) corresponding to downward flow. The
small amplitudes are of the order of the noise background and therefore
are difficult to detect unless a measurement accuracy of + 0.3 mV or
better can be achieved (Zonge, no date).

Self-potential can also detect corroding steel objects, such as drums,
buried in the ground to depths of 1.5 to 2 times their diameters.
Goldstein (1967) performed a careful field experiment and confirmed
that the sharp negative anomaly of --80 mV (in a noise envelope of 5 to 10
mV) centered over the drum can be explained by steel corrosion. Drums
buried for longer times, thus having more rust, and drums buried in a
more resistive environment are likely to produce larger self-potential
anomalies than clean drums in wet conductive soils.

Applicability to the ESC Project

Although an single steel drum buried at depths of up to 2 m may be
detected by means of self-potential measurements, a very tight survey
grid is needed, i.e., stations no more than 2 to 3 m apart. Magnetic and
electromagnetic methods, which do not require the planting of
electrodes, would be both faster and safer than the self-potential method.
Therefore, we believe that the main value of the self-potential method to

ESC lies in its ability to detect leaks from containment ponds and dams.
However, because these electrokinetic voltages have such small
amplitudes relative to natural and measurement noise, such
measurements must be made with a great deal of care and by

t experienced operators.
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SELF-POTENTIAL References

MEASUREMENTSCorwin,R.F.,1990,"The Self-PotentialMethod forEnvironmentaland

(mmt'd) Engineeering Applications," in Geotechnical and Environmental Geophysics,
S. H. Ward, ed. (Soc. Expl. Geophys., Tulsa, OK), pp. 127-145.

Goldstein, N.E., 1967, The Detection of Buried Artifacts by Means of
Spontaneous Electrical Potential Measurements, SRI International, Menlo
Park, CA, Tech. Note OAD-TN-4923-27, 21 pp.

Yasukawa, K., 1993, A Coupled Self-Potential, Fluid, and Heat Flow Model
for Subsurface Flow Systems, M.S. thesis, University of California,
Berkeley.

Zonge, no date, "Mapping Leaks in a Waste-Containment Pond with SP:
Electric Geophysics Seminar Notes," Zonge Engineering & Research
Organization, Tucson, AZ.

RESISITIVITY/ In the galvanic electrical methods, current is injected into the ground
INDUCED through a pair of current electrodes using batteries (a motor-generator is

POLARIZATION used in the most powerful systems), and the resulting electric field
voltage is measured across a pair of "potential" electrodes. The reader is
referred to the excellent tutorial and review paper by Ward (1990) for
details on theory, methods of interpretation, and application to
environmental problems.

A variety of in-line electrode configurations or arrays (Wenner,
Schlumberger, dipole-dipole, to name a few) are used. The choice
depends on the specific application and resolution desired. Depth of
exploration is increased by increasing electrode separations while, at the
same time, increasing current flow into the earth and suppressing
unwanted naturally-occurring voltages from telluric currents and self-
potentials.

In cases where detailed vertical electric soundings (VES) are required,
the Schlumberger array provides very good depth discrimination in
relation to the time and effort required to move wires and electrodes.
The problem, and one common to all electrode arrays, is that lateral
near-surface conductivity inhomogeneities occurring near an electrode
cause large effects attributable to variations in the vertical distribution of
conductivity directly below the center of the array. To overcome this
problem, various authors have suggested five electrode arrays to
spatiaUy average out these lateral effects (Barker, 1981).
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RESISTIVITY/ For the standard resistivit 7 technique, a battery-powered transmitter
INDUCED delivers into the ground a current as a series of long-period, square-

POLARIZATION wave pulses of tens of milliamperes to one ampere at a single frequency
around I Hz. The resulting voltage across the potential electrodes is

(_nt'd/ obtained by synchronously averaging the voltages for many repetitions
of the applied current.

For the induced polarization or spectral resistivity techniques, the
transmitter generates a broadband signal either in the time domain or at
discrete frequencies up to about I kHz. The induced-polarization effect
is related to the fact that the amplitude and phase of the observed
voltage changes with frequency when conduction changes from ionic to
metallic (electrode polarization) and when ionic conduction is impeded
by electrically-charged clays lining and blocking paths in partially and
saturated rocks (membrane polarization).

Simpler systems designed for shallow investigations have a transmitter
and receiver together in a single field unit. They measure resistivity
only, usually one dipole at a time. The more powerful systems utilize a
separate transmitter and receiver. These systems are able to read
multiple dipoles and compute and store self-potential, resistivity, and
induced-polarization parameters in memory.

It is usually hard to make induced-polarization/spectral-resistivity
measurements in the field at frequencies above, say, 200 Hz. Capacitive
and inductive coupling effects occur between closely spaced wires on
the ground and between electrodes and earth. These effects increase
with increasing frequency and cannot be removed from the data.

Another noise problem arises from frequency-dependent EM signals
thrown off by conductors such as fences and pipelines. The dipole-
dipole array is best for rejecting this type of noise.

Modem induced-polarization/resistivity receivers automatically remove
self-potential offsets from the induced-polarization/resistivity
measurements.

INSTRUMENTATION AVAILABLE

Excellent instruments for galvanic induced polarization/resisitivity are
available from a number of manufacturers and suppliers. Examples of
available instrumentation and prices are listed below. The examples are
limited to a sampling of systems designed for shallow groundwater and
engineering investigations.
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RESISTIVITY/ I. AndrotexTDR-6 multichannelresistivity,induced-polarization,self-
INDUCED potentialreceiver.

POLARIZATION
2. Phoenix Geophysics manufactures a variety of induced-

(cast'@ polarization/resistivity transmitters and receivers. Applicable to
shallow site characterization are the two-channel RV-2 (resistivity
only) or V-2 (induced polarization/resistivity) receiver and one of
Phoenix's battery-operated transmitters.

3. Zonge GGT-3 transmitter, XMT-16 transmitter controller, and GDP-
16 multi-purpose receiver.

4. Bison Instruments Earth Resistivity Meter Model 2350B is an 11-Hz
transmitter and receiver for shallow-depth investigations. It sells for
$3600, plus $690 for electrodes, wires, and reels. The more powerful
Model 2390 system is adequate for almost all resistivity and
frequency domain IP (0.1 to 5.0 Hz) work, and it sells for $10,000,
plus $1500 for electrodes, wires, and reels.

5. Scintrex manufactures several resistivity systems. The company's
basic unit, on the market for many years, is the Model IPR-10A
digital, time-domain induced-polarization/resistivity receiver, which
can be used with the IPC-9 200W battery-powered transmitter. The
costs of these instruments are $8450 and $14,000, respectively,
excluding accessories.

At the top of the Scintrex line is the Model IPR-12 induced-
polarization/resistivity receiver, which can measure eight dipoles
simultaneously. It processes the data and stores the resistivities and
IP parameters in memory. The cost is approximately $24,000.

6. Scintrex is the North American distributor for the Campus resistivity
equipment manufactured in England. The most advanced is the fully
automated MRT/Geopulse System, which utilizes 20, and up to 32,
preplanted electrodes connected via a special single multicore cable
to a switching module and a lap-top PC to control switching for
rapid coverage of an area. The manufacturer includes a set of special
programs that run the system in the field. The results can be viewed,
edited, and stored to disc for later processing. The power supply
produces square wave pulses at three frequencies (2.1, 4.2, 8.4 Hz) to
give an induced-polarization measurement.
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RESISTIVITY/ '.hecostoftheGeopulseSystemvaries,dependingon whetherone
INDUCED wantsa simple conventional system or a deep-sounding (~200-m) fully
POLARIZATION automated system. Costs also depend on the type and length of cable

system selected. For the purposes of ESC, one might select the Shallow
(ma'_ Electrical Imaging System (automated) at $21,175 with perhaps two or

three different Imager Profiling Cables that cost in the range of $1500
to $2500 each and come with electrode takeouts at 1-, 2-, 5-, and 10-m
intervals for different depths of investigation. The Imager Profiling
Cables are configured for the Electrical Imaging survey technique,
which uses a multiple a-spacing Wenner profiling array.

Software Support

Both Interpex, Ltd., and Geosoft offer software tools for the processing
and plotting of resistivity and induced-polarization soundings. One
should check the compatibility between the software and the receiver
used to store the data in the field. Interpex offers codes that compute
foward and inverse 2-D models of resistivity and induced polarization.

Equipment Costs

Examples of instrument and accessory costs are gicen above.

Survey Rate

We found no data on survey rates, but published cost figures for
groundwater and environmental surveys are roughly $3,100 and $5,200
per line kilometer ($5,000 and $8,400 per line mile), respectively, based

on industry data for 1991 (Riley, 1993). The report did not specify array
type, electrode separations, or instruments used. We assume that the
higher average cost for the environmental surveys is due to the smaller
electrode separations (i.e., higher density of data collected). Field
operating costs might be lower by a factor of nearly one-half using an
automated Geopulse System.

Case History Information

There are a few reported case histories on the use of galvanic techniques
for mapping both conductive aqueous plumes and hydrocarbon spills
(Ross et al., 1990; Zonge, no date). Case history data indicate that where
hydrocarbon fluids wet the surfaces of mineral grains, one observes
coincident low conductivity (0.001 S/m) and low induced-polarization
effects.
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RESISTIVITY/ Most oftheresistivitycasehistoryinformationcomesfromwork donein
INDUCED EasternEuropeandChina,wheremodem TEM and FEM equipmentis

FOLARIZAT|ON scarceornonexistent.

(m_'#)
Applicability to the ESCProject

Becauseconventionalgalvanictechniquesrequiredirectelectrical
couplingoftheelectrodestotheground,theyarenotamenabletosites
pavedoverwithasphaltorconcreteandsiteswithnaturalorman-made
rubbleatthesurfacethatwouldimpedetheplantingofelectrodestoa
depthwhereelectricalcontactcanbemade withmoistsoil.However,
prototypesystemsutilizingquadrupoleselectrostaticaUycoupledtothe
groundhavebeentestedinFrance(Tabbaghetal.,1993),butthesehave
notyetbeencommercialized.Theelectrostaticsystemyields
informationsimilartothatfromgroundedelectrodesystemsaslongasit
isoperatedatafrequencylowenoughtoavoiditsbehavinglikean
inductiveEM system.

Galvanictechniqueshavegood sensitivitytoresistivezones,and
inducedpolarization/spectralresistivitytechniquesseemtobe sensitive
tothewettingphaseonmineralsurfaces.Forthesereasons,the
combinationofstandardresisitivityandinducedpolarizationmay be
thebestapproachtofindinghydrocarbonspillsand leaks.Thispoint
hasbeendemonstratedinlaboratoryexperimentsusingsandstonesand
clays.Broadbandlaboratorymeasurementsspanningsixdecadesof
frequencyweremade on rockssaturatedwithbrineversusthose
saturatedwithhydrocarbons(gasoline,hexane,benzene)(B6rneretal.,
1993).Theresultsindicatealargedecreaseinboththein-phaseand
quadraturecomponentsofresistivity.Althoughthelaboratoryresults
areencouraging,morework inthisareamustcertainlybedoneto
determinehow wellorganicliquidsmay bedetectedunderfield
conditions.

In summary, galvanic methods are not an immediate first choice for
ESC, but must be considered on a site-by-site basis. If galvanic
techniques are used, induced polarization should be done in addition to
standard resistivity.

References

Barker, R.D., 1981, "The Offset System of Electrical Resistivity Sounding
and Its Use with a Multicore Cable," Geophys. Prospecting 29, 128-143.

B6rner, F., M. Gruhne, and J.Sch6n, 1993, "Contamination Indications
Derived from Electrical Properties in the Low Frequency Ranges,"
Geophys. Prospecting 41, 83-98.
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RESISTIVITY/ Ross,H.P.,1990,"Dipole-DipoleElectricalResistivitySurveysatWaste
INDUCED Disposal Sites," in Geotechnicaland Environmental Geophysics," S.H.Ward,
POLARIZATIONed. (Soc. Expl. Geophys., Tulsa, OK), 2,145-152.

(coat'@ Tabbagh, A., A Hesse, and R.Grard, 1993, "Determination of Electrical
Properties at Shallow Depth with an Electrostatic Quadrupole: Field
Trials on Archeological Sites," Geophvs. Prospecting 41 (5), 579-598.

Ward, S.H., 1990, "Resistivity and Induced Polarization Methods," in
Geotechnicaland Environmental Geophysics, S.H. Ward, ed. (Soc. Explor.
Geophys., Tulsa, OK), 1, 147-189.

Zonge, no date, "Mapping a Toxic Waste Plume with IP," Electrical
Geophysics Seminar Notes, Zonge Engineering & Research Organization,
Tucson.

GROUND Small,portableGPR units,whichhavebeeninuseforseveralyears,
PENETRATING produce "echograms" or wiggle time traces showing subsurface
RADAR(GPR) reflectors. The systems consist of transmitter-receiver antennas towed or

carried between sounding points. Transmitters emit short pulses of
very-high-frequency electromagnetic energy (usually in the range of 10
to 1000 MHz). At these frequencies, and as long as the ground
conductivity is not high (say less than about 10 mS/m), part of the
energy propagates into the earth like a pure wave and is reflected back
to surface by layers of high electric permittivity (clays and the phreatic
zone) or by buried metallic objects. To avoid recording the horizontally
propagating waves in the air and in the earth, a delay of nanoseconds
occurs before the output of the receiver antenna is digitally sampled,
stored, and averaged with many other repetitive waveforms. Stored
data are downloaded into a PC for processing and display.

The radar technique has been used for high-resolution imaging to depths
of as much as 40 m in high-resistivity areas such as clean, relatively dry
sands, granites, and limestones (conductivities < 0.1 mS/m). The range
decreases with the presence of pore water and clays. Figure I shows
one-way radar-probing distances in various types of rocks. Davis and
Annan (1989) provide an excellent overview of GPR. According to these
authors, experience indicates that a center frequency of around 100 MHz
gives the best compromise for getting energy into the ground, depth of
penetration, adequate resolution, and system portability.
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Figure 1. Radar-probing distances through sometypical"rocks." Theradar-probing
distanceis definedas the distance a radar signal travelsbeforebeingattenuatedby 100
to 150dB (fromKeller,1982).

INSTRUMENTATION AVAILABLE

PulseEKKO IV

The pulseEKKO IV system manufactured by Sensors and Software Inc.,
Mississauga, Canada is a PC-based radar designed primarily for
geologic mapping applications to depths of 100 m. It may be operated at
center frequencies from 12.5 to 200 MHz by using interchangeable
antennas. Up to 2048 individual waveforms may be recorded and
averaged ("stacked") at a time to reduce thermal noise in the electronics.
The low-frequency antennas would provide better depth of
investigation, but lower resolution. Transmitter and receiver coils are
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GROUND independent units carried from station to station. Because the coils are
PENETRATING independent,it is possibletomake variable-offset surveys.

RADAR(GPR}t,ra
__ _¢tmfra

TheinsWamentissupportedby arangeofprocessing,display,and
interpretationsoftwarethatrunson anMS-DOS PC. Thecurrent
standardpulseEKKOsoftware,calledEKKO_BASE, producesatime-
dependentwiggle-tracedisplay.IfthevelocityoftheEM wave inthe
medium isknown orcanbeestimated,thetimevariablecanbe

convertedtoadepthvariable.Datamay beexportedinSEG-Yformat
forprocessingusingseismicreflectioncodes.Themanufactureralsohas
advancedprocessingpackages,suchasEKKO COLOR atextracost.

Cost/RentalInfommffon

Purchase

Sales are handled in the U.S. by Bison Instruments, Minneapolis, MN.
This company quotes a price range of $30,000-50,000 for a unit, inversely
proportional to frequency. For a 100-MHz antenna, the price is
approximately $32,000.

Rental

Rental cost for the basic unit is $4800/month or $200/day plus $350 for
mobilization. The renter also pays shipping charges and for optional
items such as additional antennas and software.

SurveyRate

Surveysare conductedalongpre-surveyedtraverselines. Soundingsare
taken at station intervals of 0.25 m at 100 MHz with a common offset
between transmitter and receiver. Intervals would be larger at lower
frequencies. The survey rate is generally much slower than for
magnetics, perhaps 0.5 km/hr for operators on foot and 1 to 2 km/hr for
antennas towed behind vehicles.

Depending on the application and the degree of 3-D coverage desired,
each area surveyed could have any number of closely-spaced parallel
traverse lines as well as cross-lines.

CaseHistoryInformation

None available.
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GROUND U:bU to m
PENETRATING

While GPR producesimagessimilar to thosefrom reflectionseismology,RADAR(GPR)tmt'
the _que has limitations. First, depth of investigation is limited by
wet, clay-rich soils. Thick clay layers and the saturated zone both form
hardreflectorsbelowwhichverylittleenergypropagates.Near-surface I
heterogeneitiesproduceclutterintheimagethatdetractsfromthe
usefulness of the high-frequency antennas. One of the main values of
GPR is that it is able to image areas that have been disturbed by human
activities, e.g., boundaries of burial pits.

PulseEKKO 1000

The pulseEKKO 1000 is a smaller, higher-frequency counterpart of the
pulseEKKO IV system. It utilizes antennas operating at 225, 450, and 900
MHz and has a commensurately faster sampling rate and shorter time
window than the "W," thus making it more suitable for high-resolution
detection of shallow artifacts. It is a completely digital unit with 16-bit
data resolution, programmable stacking, internal memory.

suppomng Software

EKKO_RUN plusacompletelineofprocessingprogramsareavailable.

ConRental Information

Purchase

Bison Instruments, Minneapolis, MN, one of the sales agents in the
U.S.A., quotes a price of approximately $18,000.

Rental

Rentals are handled directly through Sensors and Software, which
maintains a rental pool in Buffalo, NY. The rental cost is approximately
the same as for the pulseEKKO IV discussed above.

Survey Rate

Withitssmallsizeandweight,shorterdata-acquisitiontime,and user
friendlyfeatures,the"1000"hasbeendesignedforrapidoperation
withouttheneedtoemployexperiencedgeophysicistsexcepttoplan
and interpret.Thetwo smallantennasareclampedtogetherandmay be
pushedortowedovertheground.A one-ortwo-personcrewshouldbe
abletocoveranaverage-sizedsite,8094to24,282m 2(2to6acres),ina
dayorso.Stationseparationsareassmallas10cm apart.
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GROUND case
PENmATING A man-made DNAPL (_E) spill into a uniform sand pooled in a layer
RADAR (s,e._ and was imaged as a "bright spot" reflector (Greenhouse et ai., 1993).

The strong, coherent reflection is due to the fact that the EM reflection
coefficient for a layer containing organic fluids can be relatively large.
Although the test was done with a USGS ,500-MHz pulsed GPR, the
results may be applicable to the "1000," which has similar
cha:acteristics. In an actual situation, the low levels of contaminant,
depth of contaminant, and natural EM clutter all conspire to make direct
detection of a DNAPL spill highly problematic.

R_

Greeenhouse et al., 1993, "Geophysics and Solvents: The Borden
Experiment," The Leading Edge,April 1993, pp. 261-267.

Annan, A.P., 1992, Ground Penetration RadarWorkshop Notes, Sensors
& Software, Inc., Mississauga, Ontario, Canada.

SIR System (10 and IOA)

The SIRSystem manufactured by Geophysical Survey Systems, Inc.
(GS$1),North Salem, New Hampshire, is a relatively new pulsed system
that can be obtained with a variety of antennas from 80 to 1000 ]_-Iz.
One, two, or four antenna pairs (data are recorded on independent
channels) may be used at a time, four antennas providing the widest
swath of information. Both high- and low-frequency, real-time digital
filters are available to suppress noise effects.

GSSI also offers a Model 38 color radar display unit, and a GS-608P
graphic thermal plotter/printer (16 gray scales) for real-time output in
the field.

SupportingSo_

The MF-10 mainframe (part of the system) includes a digital-tape
cartridge tape drive for mass storage of data, digital settings,
alphanumerics, and time/date data. Using a seri_l link, the data can be
transferred to an independent PC. G$$I provides proprietary, menu-
driven software (RADAN) to facilitate 16-bit processing.
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GROUND su_ynat.
PENETRATING The an_(s) am eithertowed by an operator,who carriesthepower
RADAR(GPR)¢mt'.7 supply and recording electronics in the MF-10 mainframe (10.5 kg) in a

backpack, or by a vehicle. Because the sounding points are so close
together, a vehicle does not increase survey speed as much as provide a
better means for towing multiple antennas and for giving the operators a
platform for carrying a real-time color display. Because of the small size
of the target, a drum search might cover only 4047 m2 (1 acre) per day.

Cost/Rail Infonnat_n

The SIR-IOcosts upwards from $43,800.

CaseHLs_ Infonnat_

The GSSI system with 80- and 300-MHz antennas was tested over
Sandia's mixed-waste landfill test site. Both data sets revealed pit
boundaries (Hasbrouck, 1993).

.q,--_ba_ tot_ _sc_/ma

The systemis applicablefor detectingburieddrums,underground
storagetanks,and landfillboundaries. Thereis alsoevidencethat rocks
andsoilssaturatedwith certainorganiccontaminantshavehigh
reflection coefficien/_ at radar frequencies, thus causing a loss of deeper
reflections below the top of the contaminated zone.

GPR systems are relatively complex, and a trained crew should be hired
to carry out surveys. Also, while GPR should be considered for ESC, it
shouldbeusedselectivelyon asite-by-sitebasisandalwaysin
conjunctionwithotherelectrical/EMtechniques.GPR providespoor
resultsinwater-saturated,clay-richmaterialandmuch betterresultsin
dry,sandy,andgravellysoilsdevelopedoverabedrockofsandstone,
granite,andlimestones.
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GROUND
PENETRATING Davis, J.L., and A.P. Annan, 1989, "Gound-Penetrating Radar for High-
RADAR(GPR}(a.t'@ Resolution Mapping of Soil and Rock Stratigraphy," Geophys. Prospecting

37, 531-551.

Hasbrouck, J.C.,1993, An Integrated Geophysics Program for
Nonintrusive Characterization of Mixed-Waste Landfill Sites, Draft Final
Report, Rust_tech, Inc., Grand Junction, CO.

Keller,G.V.,1982,"ElectricalPropertiesofRocksandMinerals,"in
HandbookofPhysicalPropertiesofRocks,R.S.Carrnichael,ed.,v.1,pp.217-
293.
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SEISMICREFLECTION

DESCRIPTION APPLICATIONS

The use of high-resolution, shallow seismic reflection for characterizing
the hydrogeology and stratigraphic conditions in the upper 100 m is
increasing. Applications include:

• Mapping of the bedrock surface

• Determining the depth to the water table

• Determining the location of specific sand/shale units

• Detecting possible faults

• Detecting large voids or cavities.

The seismic-reflection method may detect large individual buried objects
under ideal conditions. Forexample, a 300-Hz wave has a wavelength
of 5 m in unconsolidated, saturated material, and thus man-made objects
with dimensions of about one meter (a 1/4 wavelength) on a side might
be detectable from the surface.

In this section, we deal mainly with seismic reflection, even though
seismic refraction surveys are still being carried out for many simple
engineering applications such as depth to bedrock. For refraction, the
source-receiver separation is progressively increased, so that the first
arrival is the refracted wave propagating along the high velocity
boundary between the unconsolidated layer and bedrock. Timing of this
arrival helps define the depth and velocity of the bedrock layer.

HOW SEISMIC REFLECTION WORKS

Among the differences in the application of seismic reflection for
shallow imaging, compared to standard oil exploration techniques, are
the type of source and geophones used. For high-resolution shallow
investigations, where shotpoints are closer together, seismologists use
sources that are inexpensive and fast to operate and that produce
sufficient energy at high frequencies, e.g., > 100 Hz. Vertical resolution
depends on frequency, the resolution being on the order of about a
quarter wavelength. Because higher frequencies are more rapidly
attenuated in the earth, the practical vertical resolution decreases with
depth.
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DESCRIPTION Sources

Sources commonly used include blasting caps, sledge hammers, rifle and
shot-gun slugs, soil compactor vibrators (MiniSOSIE), and weight drops.
A low-cost, low-energy source such as a sledge hammer might be
perfectly adequate for shallow investigations or in cases where only a
few hammer blows per point are needed. As noise from ground roll
(Rayleigh wave) is a problem in shallow surveys because the ground
wave arrives at about the same time as the shallow reflections, some
practitioners would select a source that impacts below ground level.

Detectors

Detectors are 40- to 100-Hz geophones. Vertical-component types are
most often used, but horizontal and three-component geophones are
also available. Geophones include a precision damping resistor to
provide relatively fiat frequency responses above the natural frequency,
sometimes misleadingly referred to as the resonant frequency. The
natural geophone frequency is -3 dB relative to peak response; the
amplitude response decreases or rolls off at --6 dB or more per octave
below that frequency. In paved-over areas, geophones with a fiat base
are caulked to the concrete or asphalt. One or more geophones per
recording site are connected, usually in series if multiple geophones are
grouped, to an appropriate amplifier, analog filters, A/D, and data
storage system called the seismograph. Single or grouped geophones
may be as close as a meter apart.

Groups (subarrays) of geophones are one of the techniques used to
reduce noise from the horizontally propagating surface wave or "ground
roll."

Choice of geophone-group separation depends on the horizontal
resolution desired. For a horizontal reflecting surface, reflections occur
at intervals of one-half the geophone separation.

Seismographs

A large number of portable seismographs, weighing 10 to 15 kg, are
commercially available. The choice of seismograph is based on the
number of channels required, dynamic range, and frequency content of
the signal (hence the sampling interval needed), among other factors. To
utilize smaller energy sources, one requires greater dynamic range, i.e.,
at least 12-bit A/D conversion. Many modem systems have 16 bits, 15
for dynamic range plus a sign bit. The number of data channels is a
consideration; newer systems have 24,
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DESCRIP_0N (amt'#l 48, and 120 channels, each with switch-selectable, low-cut, high-cut, and
anti-alias filters and a very high dynamic range (up to 120 dB) that does
away with the need to set gain controls. The seismographs may also
have automatic stacking capability. Data are often collected in the
common mid-point (CMP) configuration utilizing a roll-along box.

Data Collection

In CMPsurveys, the traces are gathered and averaged to accentuate
reflections from the same point on the reflecting surface. Gathers
depend on finding the normal-moveout (NMO) velocity to correct for
differences in travel path. The degree of multiplicity in the gather is
called the "CDP fold." Thus, a 12-channel seismograph could yield six-
fold CDP data because there would be six reflections from each location

on a reflector. Because the signal-to-noise ratio theoretically increases as
the square root of the fold, one might argue for the highest fold possible.
However, the greater the fold, the greater the error introduced by errors
in estimating the best NMO velocity. Steeples and Miller (1990) discuss
many common pitfalls in applying the technique.

Data Output

The individual traces are stored on an internal disk, and can be output
via one of several type of ports to an external computer, printer, or
monitor. Data output is in one of the SEG standard formats.

Drawbacks

Due to the cost and complexity of seismic reflection, plus the fact that
magnetics and electrical/EM methods often have greater applicability to
environmental site studies, shallow seismics have not been used as much

as other geophysical techniques for site characterization.

INSTRUMENTATIONMANUFACTURERS
AVAILABLE

Bison Instruments, Geometrics, Scintrex, Oyo-Geospace and several
other companies manufacture excellent portable seismographs, sources,
and accessory equipment. Geophones, cables, batteries, energy sources,
and many other accessory items may be acquired either from the
seismograph manufacturer or separately from other vendors.
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INSTRUMENTATION SOFTWARE SUPPORT

AVAILABLEtm_'aJ Allseismographsincludethefulldataacquisitionandprocessing
hardwareandsoftware.

COST/RENTAL INFORMATION

Purchase

The major cost item of a seismic system is the seismograph, the cost of
which depends primarily on the number of data channels. The price
increases linearly at $1000 to $2000 per channel. Costs of a few
seismographs are tabulated below as examples.

Geometrics SMARTSEIS$12 $13,900
A 12-channel, 16-bit A/D

Geometrics ES-2401X
24-channel system, 15-bit A/D $42,000
96-channel system, 15-bit A/D $96,000

Bison 9000 DIFP Series
12 to 48 channels
15-bit plus I bit for sign
50-ms sampling
120-dB dynamic range

12-channel $24,000
48-channel $50,000

Scintrex S-2 Portable Seismograph $ on request
12 or 24 channels

Comes with a notebook PC-compatible computer for storing,
processing, and displaying data. A complete line of software is
included.

Cables may cost another $1500 to $5000, depending on length and
number of channels. Geophones are approximately $50 to $100 each for
40- to 100 Hz types.

Cost of the seismic source varies from $10s for a 7.2- or 9-kg sledge,
$100s for a 30-06 rifle or 8-gauge shotgun, plus ammunition, and up to
$1000s for a weight drop device. Among the weight drop devices, Bison
Manufactures accelerated weight drops, the smallest of which (Model
EWG-1) is fine for shallow work and sells for $5000.

There is also now a mini-vibrator source, the "minivib," offered by
Industrial Vehicles International specifically for environmental
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INSTRUMENTATIONwork.Thisisasmallvibratorwithasweepsignalupto550Hz,which
AVAILABLEtrot'at operatesfromtheback ofpickuptruck.Oyo-Geospacehasa new

vibratorthatcandeliversweeps up to2000Hz.

Rental

Seismographs and accessory equipment may be rented on a daily basis,
depending on availability. The Geometrics rental price is based on the
normal purchase price, and is calculated as 1% of purchase for
mobilization plus 1/2% per day. The daily rate reduces to 1/3% after 30
days.

For the Bison 9000 Series, rental rates are are based on a daily rate plus a
mobilization/demobilization charge. Rental costs for several
seismographs are listed below.

per day mob/demob
9048 48 Channel $200 $400
9024 24 Channel 175 350
9012 12 Channel 150 300

Rental costs for cables, source, geophones, a GEOSTUFF roll-along box,
etc., could add another $50 to $200 per day. The mob/demob charges do
not include shipping and insurance, which are extra.

SURVEY RATE

The survey rate depends on the number of shotpoints one can occupyin
an 8- to 10-hour day, and this depends on the source used. For a sledge
hammer source, rate is a function of the number of hammer blows per
shotpoint and thus the strength, motivation, and endurance of the
hammerers. Perhaps 100 to 150 shotpoints per day is a reasonable figure
to use. On the other hand, 300 to 700 shotpoints might be possible with
a rifle or shotgun source, and 150 with a MiniSOSIE (Steeples and Miller,
1990). Assuming a 1-m station separation with shotpoints at all
geophone locations for a high-resolution survey, one can see that survey
rates will be on the order of 200 to 1000 m per day.

On the basis of $3000 per day operating costs that include equipment
rental, a four-person crew, and their travel/field subsistence expenses,
the cost of a seismic-reflection data acquisition system is on the order of
$3000 to $15000 per km. This is in rough agreement with 1991 industry
data (Riley, 1993), which reports costs of $11,000 to $15,000 per line mile
for seismic-reflection surveys done with weight-
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INSTRUMENTATIONdrop sources for environmental purposes. Normally, costs reported do
AVAILABLEIrmt'O not include the cost of post-field data processing and interpretation.

CASE HISTORY INFORMATION

Steeples and Miller (1990) and PuUan and Hunter (1990) provide a
number of case-history examples of shallow seismic reflection surveys
applied to engineering problems.

APPLICABILITY TO THE ESC

Off-the-shelf seismic reflection technology is excellent and still
improving, but pricey. The technique does not have universal
application to environmental site characterization problems and
therefore must be considered on a site-by-site basis.

In regard to seismic reflection for the ESC, there are a number of points
to consider:

1. The time and cost to conduct a survey is among the highest of all
noninvasive techniques, and therefore the techniques may have only
spot application. Before one invests the time and money in a full-
scale data-acquisition effort, it is always best to run test surveys over
an area to determine the best data-acquisition approach and whether
shallow seismic will yield useful information. A test survey entails
running a test line with different sources and different combinations
of geophones, filters settings, CDP folds, geophone separations,
shotpoint separations, NMO velocity corrections, and so on in order
to establish the survey parameters for an area.

2. Data processing is a sometimes lengthy process. The number of data
bits collected per survey is enormous, but, with in-field computing
capabilities, it is possible to produce a seismic section within an hour
or two if no trace editing is done and if brute stacks are sufficient.

3. The key to a successful survey lies in the transmission characteristics
of the unconsolidated near-surface environment. Loose, dry, sandy,
or gravelly surface material may prevent good coupling of the energy
into the ground and attenuate the high-frequency energy, thus
limiting the depth of investigation. On the other hand, wet, clay-rich
soils and rock provide a much better transmission medium for high
frequency (>100-Hz) seismic
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INSTRUMENTATIONwaves.Thus,seismicreflectionworksbestinareasleastsuitablefor

AVAILABLEtrot',# GPR.

4. Seismic reflection is not applicable over dug-up and backfilled areas
such as landfills (Pullan and Hunter, 1990). Loose, unconsolidated
material containing gas is highly attenuating. There are better
noninvasive geophysical methods for examining the limits and
contents of a landfill.

REFERENCES

Pullan, S.E., and JoA.Hunter, 1990, "Delineation of Buried Bedrock
Valleys Using the Optimum Offset Shallow Seismic Reflection
Technique," in Geotechnicaland Environmental Geophysics, S.H. Ward, ed.
(Soc. Expl. Geophys., Tulsa, OK), 3, 75-81.
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Applied to Engineering, Environmental, and Groundwater Problems,"
in Geotechnicaland Environmental Geophysics, S.H. Ward, ed. (Soc. Expl.
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GAMMA-RAYSPECTROMETRY

DESCRIPTION APPLICATIONS

Gamma-ray spectrometry is a tool for geologic mapping and uranium
exploration and for locating radioactive contaminants at the surface.
Because of the short-range penetration of gamma radiation in soils,
surface surveys would be unable to detect subsurface concentrations of
radioactive waste unless radionuclides had reached the surface via
groundwater seeps or as radon gas in a carriergas.

METHODOLOGY AND INSTRUMENT TYPES

Radiometricsurveysare conducted over areas of suspected or known
radioactive contamination by taking gamma-ray counts (a) over the
affected area and (b) over a large nearby clean area for soil background
reference. The DOE protocols for collecting information that satisfies
EPA standards for detecting 0.185 bequerels (5 pCi) _6Ra (radium) per
gram above background in the first 0.15 m is given by Marutsky et al.
(1984). Measurements are usually made at grid points. Hot spots are
immediately marked and labeled on the ground, and more detailed
follow-up surveys are then conducted around each hotspot. Protocols
for conducting radiometric surveys and associated soil sampling are
reviewed by Bendix and White (1982) and Marutsky et al. (1984).

Several types of instruments can be used (see Marutsky et al., 1984) for
gross gamma and spectral measurements. These consist of scintillation
counters, microroentgen (_tR)meters, portable gamma-ray
spectrometers, pressurized ionization chambers (PIC), and Geiger-
Mueller (GM) counters. Each is a small, portable detector carried from a
sling and held close to the surface for each measurement. Because the
radius of investigation increases as the detector is raised, it is important
to maintain the sensor a few centimeters above the surface.

Gross gamma-ray detectors count all the photons in an energy range
above a threshold energy level. Counts/per second are converted to
EPA standards for 226Ra by calibrating the instrument against 226Ra test
pads in Grand Junction, CO. Gamma-ray spectrometers, on the other
hand, count photons at discrete energy bands. The simplest
spectrometers have four channels; narrow windows for 40K(potassium),
214Bi(uranium), and 208Th(thorium) plus a broad window (0.5 to 5.0
MeV) for total count. There are also portable
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DESCRIPTIONlc..t'._ spectrometers that count and record 1024 channels of data. Because
total-count devices give high values for 226Raover soils naturally rich in
potassium and thorium, a spectrometer is the preferred instrument
unless one is prepared to go to the trouble of determim.'ngand applying
potassium and thorium corrections to each measurement. 222Rr_(radon)
also decays to 214Bi,and thus radon gas diffusing or transported to the
surface cannot be differentiated from uranium in soils.

Gamma-ray count is affected by natural cosmic radiation and local soil
conditions. Soil moisture and soil density absorb the radiation in a
linear fashion, and thus soil moisture or density must be measured in
situ at a number of locations to get a corrected reading. A collimator
may be used to reduce the effects of ambient radiation

For gross gamma scanning, the recommended instrument is the
scintillation counter with a separate detector containing a NaI crystal
measuring at least 5 cm in diameter by 5 cm in thickness.

The output of the rate meter is given in counts/second (cps). The
microroentgen meter is a scintillation detec_torwith a smaller crystal and
a meter readout scaled in units of _R/h.

INSTRUMENTATIONVISTASPEC PORTABLE MULTI-CHANNEL GAMMA-RAY
AVAILABLE SPECTROMETER

Manufactured by Scintrex, this gamma-ray spectrometer is a hand-held
device designed for environmental surveys. It can be used with a
variety of NaI (T1)sensors and includes an integral PC-compatible
processor and built-in, DOS-compatible floppy disk drive, serial and
parallel ports, graphical display, and a 1024-channel stabilized analyzer.

THE GEOMETRICS MODEL GR-410A

This four-channel spectrometer comes with a standard 21-cubic-inch NaI
crystal and has both a four-digit illuminated readout on the front panel
and a BNC output for continuous output of any single channel.

Supporting Software

None reported, but a user should be able to display stored data as a
series of contour maps using available software.
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INSTRUMENTATIONCost/Rental Information

AVAILABLE Asimple portable four-channel gamma-ray spectrometer, such as the
GR-410A, sells for about $4000 and rents for $550/week.

Survey Rate

A slowly walkin 8 instrument operator either moves the detector along
the ground in a linear fashion or sweeps it slowly in an "S"-shaped arc I
to 1.5 m wide. Because the instruments have time constants that are
often set to 2 to 3 seconds, the survey rate is usually about I km/h. The
survey rate is slightly slower when readings at grid points have to be
recorded and when hotspots have to be marked on the ground and on a
map.

Reported costs of a ground radiometric survey are vary greatly, ranging
from $43 to $620/iine km. However, using the survey speed of one
kin/h, a single operator should be able to cover 8 krn in an 8-hour day.
Thus the cost amounts to approximately $124/Iine kin.

Using larger crystal detectors, up to 0.008 m s (512 in.3), one could mount
an entire recording system in an off-road vehicle and cover a large area
at a much faster survey rate.

Case History Information

No information available.

Application to the ESC

Radiometric surveys are mandatory in areas of uranium-mill tailings
and waste dumps and over all areas used for the storage and disposal of
mixed waste.
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METAL-SPECIFICSPECTROMETRY

DESCRIPTION Conventional geophysical techniques have limited value for detecting
concentrations of heavy metals in soils and groundwater. There are
several metal-specific spectrometers available that have been developed
for metals exploration. Althoush these are primarily geochemical
techniques, a brief mention is made of them here for completeness.

INSTRUMENTATIONTheonly field-portable mercury spectrometer on the market seems to be
AVAILABLE the Scintrex HGG-3 unit. This unit, carried on a backpack frame, is

capable of making rapid analyses of HS (mercury) in soil, soil gas, and

water and can detect as little as 4 x 10-12 g Hg by means of atomic
absorption using an intense 0.25-p_ (ZS37-A) spectral line.
Measurements are displayed as a meter reading.

The ATX-100 portable x-ray fluorescence spectrometer manufactured by
Aurora Tech (address unknown but available from GISCO in Denver)
has the advertised capability of detecting and analyzing over 60
elements in the field, including cadmium, copper, mercury,
molybdenum, seletium, silver, tin, uranium, and zinc.
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APPENDIXA

aOPI_C_ Bison Instruments, Inc.
INSTRUMENT sTosWest 36th Street
MANUFACTURERS Minneapolis, MN 55416-2595
ANDSUPPUERS Tel:(602)926-1846

FAX: (602) 926-0745

Geometrics (formerly EG&GGeometrics)
395java Dr.
Sunnyvale,CA 94089
Tel: (408) 734-4616
FAX: (408)745-6131

Geonics Limited
8- 1745 Meyerside Dr.
Mississauga, Ontario
Canada LSTIC6
Tel: (416) 670-9580
FAX: (416) 670-9204
Duncan McNeil, Pres.

Geophysical Survey Systems Inc.
13 Klein Dr.
North Salem, NI-I03073-0097
Tel: (603) 893-1109
FAX: (603) 889-3984

GEOSTUFF
19623 Vis Escuela Dr.
Saratoga, CA 95070
Tel: (408) 867-3792
FAX: (408) 867-4900

GISCO
900 Broadway
Denver, CO 80203
Tel: (303) 863-8881
FAX: (303) 832-1461

Oyo-Geospace Instruments, Inc.
7334 N. Gessner
Houston, TX 77040
Tel: (713) 937-9700
FAX: (713) 937-8262
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Set,ors and Software, Inc.
5566 Tomk_ Rd.
Mississauga, Ontario
Canada LAW 1P4
Tel: (905) 624-8909
FAX: (905) 624-9365
Peter Annan, Pres.

Phoenix Geophysics, Ltd.
3871 Victoria Park Ave.
Unit No.3
Scarborough, Ontario
Canada, MIW .31(5
Tel: (416) 491-7340
Leo Fox, Pres.

Scintrex, Ltd.
222 Snidercroft Rd.
Concord, Ontario
Canada IAK 1B5
Tel: (416) 669-2280
FAX: (416) 669-6403 and 5132
Abe Rolnick, Pres.

Zonge Engineering & Research Organization, Inc.
3322 East FortLowell Rd.
Tucson, AZ 85716
Tel: (602) 327-5501
FAX: (602)325-1588
Ken Zonge, Pres.
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APPENDIXB

GEOPHY$1OU. GEOSOFT,Inc.
SOFTWARE 204 Richmond Street West
COMPANIES Suite ,500

Toronto, Ontario
Canada, MSV 1V6
Tel: (416) 971-7700
FAX: (416) 971-7520

Interpex, Ltd.
715 14th St.
Golden, CO 80402
Tel: (303) 278-9124
FAX: (303) 278-4007
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APPENDIXC

TABLEOF CDP common depth-point data acquisition method

ACRONYMS
DNAPL Dense non-aqueous phase liquid

EM DOE Office of Environmental Restoration and Waste

Management, or electromagnetic

E/EM electrical and electromagnetic methods

ESC Expedited Site Characterization Program

FEM frequency-domain electromagnetic methods

FY federal fiscal year beginning October 1

GPR ground penetrating radar methods or instrumentation

GPS global positioning system

IF induced polarization method

LCD liquid crystal display

NMO normal move-out method

OTD Office of Technology Development

SP self-potential method or shotpoint in seismics

TEM time-domain electromagnetic methods or instrumentation

UST underground storage tank

VOC volatile organic components
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APPENDIXD

TABLEOFSCIENTIFICA ampere,alsomA for milliampere

ABBREVIATIONS cps gamma-raycountsper second
ANDUNITS

an centimeter

d day

dB decibel

h hour

Hz hertz, cycles per second

kg kilogram

km kilometer

lb pound

m meter

MHz megaHertz (106 Hz)

ms millisecond (10-3 s)

ns nanosecond (10-9 s)

nT nanoTesla, 10-9 of the earth's field

s second

S siemen (SIunit of conductance, 1 S = I mho)

pCi picoCurie, 10-12curies or 3.7 x 10-2 bequerels

R roentgen, exposure to X- and gamma-rays,
1R= 2.58 x 10-4 coulomb/kg

V volt

Pa apparent resistivity (m/S)

_s microsecond

ohm(s-_)
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APPENDIXE

PRODUCTLITERATURE

This appendix contains representative examples of the types of
instruments available for geophysical site characterization. These
examples are meant to be illustrative only. Neither LBLnor DOE
endorses one instrument over another.
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TM

Digital Instantaneous FloatingPoint (DIFP)
SignalStacking Seismographs.
Bison Series 9000 C,=e_.,_,.g_

TECHNIQUES APPLICATIONS

n High-resolutionseismic reflectionsurveys U Oil, gas, coal, and mineralexploration
II High-resolutionseismic refractionsurveys • Water resource,aquifer,and contamination
II Verticalseismic profiling(VSP) artdcheck studies

shotsurveys • Constructionand engineeringstudies
n Crossholeand tomographysurveys • Mining, tunneling,and boreholestudies

• Researchand education
• Vibration monitoring
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SPECIFICATIONS:BISONSERIES9000DIFF SEISMOGRAPHS
Model Numbers: 9012 (t2 dlIN1M), 9024(24 Iqluiulion: Piper width10.9 cm (4.3itch).

channel),9048(48 channel),
Pltinl_: FixedGainNormalized,orAGe,

Numberof 1, 3, 6, 12,24, lind48. Note: The VariableArea, or wiggletrice every
Chimed=': nurnbor04acquisitionchannels se.rnple,or .vim/2nd sample,or ever/

used iske_selecta_e from 4th ,ample, etc.
1up to thenumberofcharmele Nommlatile
installed(12,24, 48), Mall Memory: -Up to 18 me_ I. 3 megabyte

(m) increments(o_onal).
Simple Intl_rvM: 50,100, 200, 250, SO0,1000, Did( Drive: -Oneor two2.5 inch50 megabyte

2000, 4000 mlor_. No_: diskdrives(opltonal).
50 mtcro4w.ondaavailablewhen
recording24 _ or less. Displ='y: 4 Lines,50 column,ruggedwide

temperaturerar_e LCDdiSPlay.
l._s: _¢gbluBd_00, IOOO,2000, 50o0

_.._: 500, I000, 2000, 5000, _: Sealed tautle membranewirefull
10000 alphanumericand seismicfur_lon
_:800,I000, 2000, 5000, keyboard.
10O0O,20OOO
6ch_l: 500, 1000. 2000, 5000, Time $tlndard: Crystal0tictllator¢-0.005%(50p1_n).
I0000, 2OO0O,40OO0
_._: 800, 1000, 2000, 5000, M_: 68HC000(C-MOS 68000) 12
10000,20000,40000,50000 megahertz.
1.,_: 500, 1000, 2000, 5000, _ Time CloGk
10000,20000,40000,80000, Calendm': Internalclockwithbatterybackup
160000. Ixoviclescalendar,date, and24-

Fmqt_ hourtime 04day. Printedlind stored
IkmiN_me: 4 • 4000 Hz. (-3 db) wt_ record.

Anak_ flltmm: I,_'. 4-1020 I-Iz.in4 Hz. Noise Monitor: Real.timedisplayof noiseoneach
m, 2-p04eButtef_orth(12 db/ channel.
octavo)
t:Jl_: 60, 90, 120, 180, 250, Blttew Monitor: Displaysbatteryvoltagein 0.1 volt
500, 1000,2000. 4000 Hz., 6- inorements.
poleButtenNorth(36db/oclava) Trigger (Record

DIFP Dynlmlo IInHIMion): Requiressignalfromexternal
Range: 120 (:lb. source(switchclosureor open.

saturatedNPN _anslstorto groundis

DigitLtm': 16 bits(15bitsplus sign) provt0edfor controllinganexternal
devicesuchu a sourceor another

K-Gain Range: 0, 2C,40, 50 do, (maybe spritin selsmogral_J.ARM/DISARMorAUTO-
any channelcomlbinatlonandauto ARM=,HOWtot manual or='utomstk:

matioallyset afteronetest Impacl). systemarmingafterimpact,
12, 32, 52,76 db ol_orlal.

Mulmum Delay: Thestartof datarecordingcanbe
GoopItoneInput: +/- 5.0volts delayedup to 9.999 secondsafter

thetrigger(1 millisecondincrements)
r=q.lvlntIn_.t
NOtN: 0.7 mtcrovoltsRMS (8-1500 Hz.) HelpKey: Providesinstantoperationinstruction

onthe properuse 04anykey or

Inp_ Impodmloe: 1000 ohms(1C},000ohmsoptional) command.
Auto-Gain Key: Allowsttle instrumenttoautomatically

8tlck_ Word: 32 bits. setthe properK-gainafteronetest
impact,

RS232PoN: Async,NonousserialRS2321200. PresetKey: Allowsthe operatorto storeupto
115000baudrate (keyboard 10 satsof setupand='¢quisi0on
sek_U_le), pararr_ers.

Phylir..al: Size: 37.6x 51.8 x 19,0cm.
P='ralielPod: Bidirectional- IBM PS/2(tm)com- (9048, 37.6 x 51,8 x21.5 cm)

Weight:10- 14kg.(varyingwith
pat_)la(Ol_nal). models)

OutputFormat: Long. 32 BitFixedGain(4bytes) Power: 11.18volts DC,9012- 21 watts
Float. 18Bit Mantissa,4 bitgain 9024.32 waits,9048 - 55watts
(2.5 bytes). Environm4mtll: Temperature,Storage:40* to 60°

C (-40° to 14(7 F)
Printer: 3565 dOtUlKIcm(23000 dotUsq Temperature,Operattontng:(7 to

inch),directwrtlethermal. 500 C (32_ to 122• F)

l_ Please note that technicalspecificationsare subjecl to change without notice.

BISON 570_ west 38,h Street. Minneapolis,MN 5541@2595Telephone:(612) 926-1846 FAX (612) 926-0745
DIFP *l il b'_mafk M _ IrlllnJmlnts, Int." _ _ by lklofl Inl_umeflll, IltC. Printed_ U S A,

INSTRUMENTS,_.
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i

(DIFP)'" Exploration Seismograph
Bison Series 9000-A (Patent#4,823,129)

Features Of The 9000-A

II Onboard IBMConpatiblePC n HighpassAnalogFilters(4-1020Hz)
II 21 BitDynamicRange • Expandable12,24, 36,48, 60...124Channels
II 12- 124Channelsina Rugged n SampleRatesto 50 Microseconds

SubmersibleBox n KeyboardSelectablePrearnpGain(0-60dB)
II Smallest120Channel U PC Compatibleand StandAloneOperation
• Lightest120Channel U FieldProven

II LowestPowerRequirement120Channel II 150G ShockRatedHardDriveStorage
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SPECIFICATIONS: BISON 9000-A DIFPTM SEISMOGRAPHS
I_ Numbers: RII-232C Port:

g012A(12channel),9024A(24channel),9036A(36channel), 1200.115000bpa,089 connector,forimltrumilntcontro_and
go,leA(48chanllel),9000A((K)chartr_,0072A(72channel), datatramder,
9084A(84channel),2096A(96channel),90108A(106channel), IlIEE-488Port:
90120A(120channel). IEEE.488compatibleportforInstrumentcontrolanddatatransfer

Numberof Channels: (option|l).
Keyboarduisctabis 1,3, 6,12, 24,36,48,60,72,84,96,108, CRT Port:
and120uptothemaximumnumberofchannelsinstalled. StandardVGA(640x 480)andSVGA(1024x 768)16colorCRT

AuxiliaryChannels: displayoftraces,noise,andinstrumentsettings.
4 (opt:onal).Auxiliarychannelcharlctarlstlcsareidenticalto 8CW Port:
recordingchannels. 8biluyr_hronous,singleended,esilmogrlphcancontroloneor

8ampia Interval: motedevices_ncluding4am (DAT),6 am,org-tacktapeddves
1/20,1/16,1110,1/8,1/5,1/4,1/2,1,2,4, milliseconds,1/20.1/10 andexternalharddrives,
nolavailablewhenrecordingmorethan48channels.1/20-1/8not Keyl:merdPort:
availabiawttenrecordingmorethan96channels, AcceptsoptionalPCkeyboard.

Re_rd Lengthl: Floppy Disk:
500- 12000samplesperchannelwith120channelsrecording. Standardbuilt-ln3.5inch,1,44Mbforseismographsoftware
Propoftionetalylongerrecordlengthsareavailablewhenlessthan updateandDOSN_licatlons.
120channelsarerecording. InternalData8forage:

FrequencyResponse: Shockmountedrugged,2.5inchdiskdriveupto400megabyte
4.4oooHz.(-3db). capacity.

Analog Filters: Output DatllFormat:
Low.cut:4.1020 Hz.in4 Hz.steps2 poiaButtarworth SEG-2,SEG-Y,Bison32bltformats.
(12db/octave),Frequencyiskeyboardselectable. Time Standard:
High-Cut:4000,2000,1000,500,250,180,120,90,60 Hz. Crystalolciliator±0.005%(50ppm)
6-poleButtan_'orth(36ctb/octave),keyboardselectable. Microprocessor:

Digitiatr: Inta14680X33MHz,16megabytesofRAM,of)erltesasa
Two16bitanalogtodigitalconvertersperchannel, seismographorstandardIBMcompatiblecomputer.

Gain: Clock/Calendar:
0,20,40,60 clb.Keyboardselectableandmaybesplitinany Dateand24hourtimeofclay,pdntedandstoredinrecord.
channelcomblnalton. Noise Monitor:

MaximumGeophoneInput: Real-timedisplayofsignallevelsonallchannels.Numericformat
+ 5,0voltsat0 dbgain. onLCDdisplay,Graphicdtsptayon CRT(optional).

Input Impedance: Battery Monitor:
Differential:10,000ohmsinparallelwith5nFcapa_ance. Warninglightforoverandundervoltage.Numericdisplayof
Commonmode:2,500ohmsinparallelwith20nFcapacitance, batteryvoltage.

EquivalentInput Notae: Trigger:
0.75mtcrovoltsRMS,60dbgain,8 - 1000Hz.,relativetoinput Seismographcanbetriggeredbyexternalcontactclesumorstart
0.4 microvoltsRIDS,60dbgain,8 - 125Hz.,relativetoinput, geophone,orseismographcantriggera source.Ineithercase

Distortion: recordlngcanbedelayedby0-9999ms.When'heseismograph
- 80db(0.01%)S/N+Dat25 Hz.."0 dbgain. triggemthesourcenegativedelaysarepossible.

StaQkerWord: Physical:
32 bits, Size:37.6x 51.8x 26,5crn(14.8x 20.4x 10,5in.)

Pdnter: Weight:11.18 kg. (24-40Ibs.)dependingonmodel.
Directwritethermal,3700dots/sq,cm(2700015¢in.).Paper Environmental:
width11.4cm(4.5in.),fixedgainnormalizedorAGC,variable _: -40oto80° C (-40° to1400F)
areaorwiggletracepdnt. Tem_mtum.Ogerati_:0° to50° C(32' to122°F)

Keyboard: _ 10%to90% noncondenldng.
Sealedtactilemembranewithlullalphanumericandseismic Power:
functionkeys. 11.18 volts0C, 12channel-45 wa_, 48 channel- 80watts,

Display: 96channel- 130watts,120channel.165watts,approx.
Liquidcrystal,4 linesof80characters,rugged,widetemperature
range,shockresistant.

P/easenotefhatthesespecificationsamsubjecttochangewithoutnotice
BISON _,0_ West36th Street, Minneapolis,MN 55416-2595Telephone:(612) 926-1846 • FAX:(612) 926-0745
INSTRUMENTS,I,<.

• Cooyflght1993 byBisonInstruments,inc. TM. "OIFP" is 8 trademarkof BillonIr4lruments,Inc, Prated inU.S.A.
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Bison Portable
Proton Magnetometer MMP- 203

The MMP-203 precision portable magnetometer The MMP-203 is based on tl_eOvemauser Effect for
measures the absolute value (=total field") of the earth's greater efficiency and better signal to noise ratios usually
magnetic field. The magnetometer can be use_ for found in military grade magnetometers.
mineral exploration, oil exploration, hazardous waste site

A custom-made, light-weight back pack harness isstuclies, archeological mapping, geophysical research
and general geologic mapping. It is particulary useful for provided such that the sensor and staff are mounted at
finding buriea metallic drums, the operator's back while the console is mounted at

chest level providing two free hands while traversing.
The instrument is simple ar_ reliable and does not

The combination of the simple reliable design, widerequire a skilled operator. A one-button operation
operating temperature range, low power consumption

measures the magnetic field and displays the value on a and low cost make the MMP-203 suitable for 8 wide
five character, high-contrast, LCD. variety of applications.
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PORTABLE PROTON MAGNETOMETER MMP-203

TECHNICAL DATA

P,w_e: 20000to 100000Gammas
10 scaleranges

Dhsptay: FivedigitLCD plusLowBattory
indk-,,atorandpolarizationindicator

Resolution: 1 Gamma

/_curacy: + 2 Gamma

8Minor: DualNuclearMagneticResonancecoils

8ample rate: 1 sample/3seconds(max)

Batteryvoltage: 10 to 16 volts

Batterytype: AAcells(10 required)

Powerconsumption: 0.7 watts(1sample/10sec)

Operatingtemperature: "300C to 50° C

Phyik_lll:
Instrumentconsole: Size: 200 x 85x 200ram

(8 x3.5 x 8 inches)
Weight:2.0 Kg

(4.4 Ibs)

Sensorand staff: Size: 140x 120x 910mm
(5.5 x 4.75 x 35.8 inches)

Weight:1.4 Kg
(3.1 It)s)

Standardaccessories: console,sensorwithstaffandsensor

circuitrybox,backpack(harness),batterybelt,
oneset of batteries,operationmanual

[_ Pleasenotethatthesespecificationsaresubjecttochangewithoutnotice
BISON _'_ West36thStreet. Minneapolis,MN 5.16-2595Telephone:(612)926-1846 FAX(612)926-0745
INSTRUMENTSsInc. © Copyright1992 by Bilon Instruments,Inc.
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The Bison Model 2350B Earth Resistivity Meter and System is designed for ex- m
tended shallowdepth earth exploration,pollutionmonitoring,and archaeological

I

problems. Exploration projects include the location of ground water aquifers,
gravel or rockdeposits, ore bodies,topographichighsor lowson a bedrocksur-
face, areas ofweathered bedrockon anotherwisesolidrocksurface;ordetermin-
ingthe variationsindepthof subsurfaceconditions,for example,soillayeroverly-
ing gravel or bedrock,or sand overlyingclay over bedrock. Pollutionmonitoring
includes continuing studies of ground water levels and salinities,delineation of
pollutantplumes, monitoringof landfills, leakage monitoringof storage lagoons,
and studies of the movement of organic pollutants. Archaeologicalsites have
been successfullymapped in detailbefore excavation. Users irwludegeophysi-
cists,geologists, environmentalists,civilengineers,hydrologists,sand andgravel
operators, sanitaryengineers, miningengineers,highwayengineers,contractors,
quarry operators,drillers,and archaeologists.

,,,
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Can be used ALL spm ls.
$CHLUMII|IO|ItSOUNDING

WENNER SOUNDING

,------ L ---_--- L ---"_,rE| MODIFICATIONOFWENNER ' '

io , .p,...°o
SPECIFICATIONS-- MODEL 2350B
High_: 720Vo_(peaktopeak).
Nomtrlal ExollalJon Froquenoy: 11Hz to minimizecable couplingand skin effecl.

Prequenoy Control Adjustment: ±15% to minimize extraneous "beat frequency" earth current interference.

Dkeot Dtgllal flemllng of Reldlmmoe: Quantity Measured =2 _ v!

Relolutlon: One part in 10,000 maximum.

Aooumoy: =2% per range setting,

Eleobode lkdanoe Clroult: On 0.001 multiplierrange, to maximize accuracy at high electrode resistance.

Five Range Nodes: 0.001; 0.01; 0.1; 1.0; 10.0. Tocover all types of sub-surface materialsand situations.

Fklnge Extemdon: Exclusive with Bison instruments(center black push button on panel). For use when unusually
highprecision is required or when contact resistance at potential electrodesis unusuallyhigh (frozen groundor
very dry surface condition).

All IMlld 8rifle: Integrated circuitconstruction for long service life and stability.
Current: Automatically controlledto a nominal 28 milliamperes.

Cuflrent lik)nltor: Separate 0*30 Milliampere Meter for continuousmonitoringof electrode current.
Five 'IRinnlmll lylllimn: The Bison Model 2350B can be used with all electrode spreads: Wenner, Lee,
8dllum_, Dipole.Dipole, Br_low, Pole-Dipole, Mlse-a-la-Muse, Gradient, and others.

OtNmtes lit the touch of a button automstically without a separate power switch.

Clreutt: Builtin to check operation at any time.

Portable and Lightweight: Weight: 14 Ibs, (6.4 kg.). Packaged ina Bisondesigned weather resistantcase,
0 x 12 x 10 inchel (152 x 305 x 254 ram). Complete with serf-contained power pack.

Model _ Earth Reeletlvlty Meter: Providedcomplete withbatteries, instruction8and interpretatlon

ACCESSORIES
Model 2225 Heavy Duty Reel*Electrode Accessory Kit includesfour 24" zinc plated elecVodes, four reels with
(x33)er-weld vinyl nylonineulated cable for 300 feet (90 meters) "A" spacing plus Lee electrode and cable.
30 roe.(13.8 Kg.) 8hlpplngweighL
8pectficdone subject to change withoutnotice.

BISON I RUME,,NC.
5708 W. 36th St., Minneapolis, MN 55416

.... Telephone'.(612) 926-1846 • Telex - 29-0208

CABLE: GEOPRO
....... FAX: (812) 9280745 '_""_

7O
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BISON ELASTIC WAVE GENERATOR I
MODEL 1417-1
PORTABLESEISMIC SOURCE

FEATURES APPLICATIONS

• High energy- lightweight • Hazardouswaste sitecharacterizations
• Easy to airfreight • Water resourceand aquifer studies
• Connect to standardtrailer hitch • Oil, gas, coal. and mineral exploration
• Reliable mechanism • Constructionand engineeringstudies

• Noninvasive • Miningand tunnelingstudies
• Researchand education
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ELASTICWAVEGENERATORI SPECIFICATIONS
GENERAL:
The Elastic Wave Generator I (EWG I) Is an efficientand reliable,accelerated weight drop, seismic energy
source which is be,,,u_lon slingshottechnology. This simplesystem for storingand releasing energy allows the
generationof high-frequency,high-energy seismicsignals. The EWG I mechanism is trouble-freeand
inexpensive to maintain. The systemIs designed to quickly dismantle intofive lightweight pieces which are easy
to airfreight, it is compatiblewith nearly every trailerhitch.

APPLICATIONS
The EWG I is compatible with any explorationseismograph, but is mosteffective with signal enhancement
(stacking)seismographs. On manysites the EWG can be used to explore to depths inexcess of 1000 feet using
the reflectiontechnique.

• Frequent/_ Impul_ 8owee COmlmdsoe
_,'i: - = ' ..... | 400

: l

COMPARISONTO OTHERSEISMICSOURCES
Dynamite and ballisticsare becomingincreasinglydifficultto use. They are dangerous to employ, nearly
impossibleto stack (sum several shots) and difficultto acquire permitsto use. The EWG I is noninvasiveand
requires no drill hole. The EWG I hammer can be filledwith silica send or steel shot to increase the weight and
energy as well as lower the frequency.

OPERATION
A 5.5 hp gasoline engine drives a hydraulicsystemto reliablyand quietly lift a 60 pound hammer loadinga large
industrialelastic. A reliable mechanism t_leases the hammer atthe top of the hydrauliccylinder stroke. The
system is controlledfrom one hand-operated switch. Using a proven design and fewer movingparts, the EWG I
is inexpensiveto maintain.

GENERALSPECIFICATIONS
Model:EWGI CycleTime:3 seconds(average)
Physical: PowerSupply:5.5 hpgasolineengine

Weight:240 Ibs.(withhammer) TrailerHitchBallHole:.75inch(3/4 inch)
MastHeight:About84" ImpactPlate:14"X 16"
HammerWeight:60 Ibs.empty (100 Ibs.withsilicasand)

I_ Pleasenotethattechnicalmecilicationearesubject to ct111rlgewithoutnotice.
B|SON 57. west 3_h Stre_. Mlnneapol_, MN 55416-2505

Telephone: (612) 926-1846 FAX (612) 92@0745

INSTFIUMENTS, Im. ©Copyright 1993 by Bison Instruments, Inc. Printed in U.S.A.
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_ P_ DAY MOB/DEMOB

S,kmop_ 0)if'P). On, 6Onepb_ Jmzddrive
mate tN_ b _u_d w_ _ gee0mhmolpq_.
(Armyubks_t I_ m 1bred_ow.)

90120 120Clmmei $500.00 5500.00
9o4s 48_ $200.00 S_o,0o
9024 24Chlnncl S1"/5.00 S3SO.OO
90]2 12Omnnel SIS0,00 S30o.oo

7o00 Serk_ DigimJInsuutummesF_dnl Po_t
ktsmosmphfl)[l_. One_ mestb,/tesolidsine
Mm_e bead is includedwith each 7000 seJsm_. _"
Addidomdbotnb mm be included a s rate of $32.00

perday. (ArmycableandSeophoaesfirelistedbelow.)
71224 24Chmmd 5129.00 $250.00
7012 12Clmmel $ 81).00 $3_.00

5000 S¢d¢5 Digital InstanmnemmFloednll Point
Seismo_ph0_r_). One 3 m_b_ solidam
mnae boardisinctud_wi_ mch5000seismopqt.
(_rr/e_le tad 8eop_ues m lb':_ below).

.5012 12C_mel S70.o0 S300.00
1417-3 £1ulicWaveGenerator111(EWO) acceleratedweight S150.00 S500.00

drop,seismicsource
141%2 Elude Wave Get,enact li _WG) acceleratedweilltt $100.00 $500.00

drep.seismicsource
1417-1 Elmi¢ Wive GeneratorI CEWG)accekmtzd welsh: S80.00 SSo0.o0

drop, seismicsource
1406A Kad_Tr_ Link $ ll,00 $ 80.00
|430A Blaster Bo_ (for use with Models 1570, 1575, 1.580, $ 5.00 S20.00

70O0,8OOOend9OOO)
ltL$ I20 KolI-Alo_ S_ for_ Dm Collection $20.00 $ _,00
1463 12-CharnelSlmmdCable S It.00 $ 50.00

55 feetbetweenmkeow
I0 n_en(32.8h) betweentake_ts
10feet between ud(eoum
$ fee:I_ mkeeuts

14_.24 24-ChannelSpreMCabk(use with toll box) $2'/,00 $ _.00
10feetbetweenl_¢oum
$5 feetbetweentakeouts

1436-15T Gcophene,Vertical $ 0,q0 $ 2.00
It_ 3oHz,60Hzor lO0

1465-] Dovml_le Shorn'waveHamm_, 2.75" dieml_¢ and S_..00 $450.00
accessories

1462 D_wnholeTriaxialOeophone $ 7.00 $ 75.00
2350B&2225 Ear_ RP.Jistivib"_ wlt_ AccessoryKit for 120.00 $200,00

Wmm_r "A" spacin_to _0meters
OP-8t Me..PluurProton Magnetometer,2-.Bammasensidv[_ $ 20.00 $100,00
MMP-203 Bison ProtonMaBaetomeUn,2-gmm_ mmitivity $20,00 Si00.00
:386 LapmpPC $ 25,00 $100.00
3101A MllFedc Suscepdbilt_'n_._:;: $ 20.00 $100.00

* Discountedmonthlynmmlratesc,n be providedupon request

** The mobiljzatio#demobiliattio_fec does not b_cludeshyp_n8chargesor custom brokerfees. It is to cover our

expenses of packing, handlingand checking the insm_men_before and after _ntal for prefer opermonand'or
_msge.
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BEOPllYSlCnr- CABLE SYSTEMS
INSIi'RUllENTB IP

The BGS OFFSET SOUNDING SYSTEM is a THE OFFSETSOUNDING SYSTEM
revolutionary new technique for obtaining high. OFFERSTHE FOLLOWING
quality apparent resistivity sounding data rapidly ADVANTAGESOVERTRADITIONAL
and with limited manpower. The system is ideal for SCHLUMBERGERAND WENNER
use in engineering, hydrogeological, archaeological, SYSTEMS.

geological and other applications. _ POWERFULREDUCTIONOF
LATERALRESISTIVITYEFFECTS

The BGS OFFSET SOUNDING SYSTEM comprises _ GREATLYREDUCEDLABOUR
two multicore cables which arc connected at the COSTS
centre of the electrode line to a switch box and
from there to the resistance measuring instrument. _ SMALLERNUMBEROF ELECTRODE
A set of 9 electrodes is connected to each cable POSITIONS

with a central electrode being also included. With _ INCREASEDNUMBEROF
this small number of electrodes it is possible to SOUNDINGSPERDAY
measure a 16 point true Wenner apparent resistivity
curve in which lateral resistivity effects have been
substantially reduced. Compare this with the much WITH THE OFFSET
greater number of electrode positions used in SOUNDING SYSTEM
traditional Schlumberger and Wenner soundings
and the poorer results these produce. (1_ STANDARDINTERPRETATIONTECHNIQUESAREEMPLOYED

Resistance measurements are conducted rapidly _ THEEQUIPMENTIS EASILY
with electrode spacing being increased merely by CARRIEDAND OPERATEDBY ONE
switching. Other switch positions permit a field PERSON
check on the reliability of the observed results.

IMPORTANTFIELDCHECKSARE
POSSIBLE
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APPLICATIONS

The high quality of the measurements and the efficiency of this modern
sounding system has led to its application in hydrogeologioal,
engineering and other applications where spacings of less than lO00m
are employed.

The Campus Offset Soumti_ System comprises:

1. Two robust polyurethane covered cables with moulded take-outs at
each electrode position.

2. 21 lightweight steel electrodes with connectors.

3. Moulded weatherproof switchbox and connecting leads.

4. Manual and data processing software.

SYSTEMS AVAILABLE

BGS-128 16 Wenner resistivities at spacings x/=,l, lX/=,2, ...... 128m

BGS-256 18 Wenner resistivities at spacings I/=,1,11/=,2, ...... 256m

BGS-512 Extension cables for use with BGS-256

__CE

Barker,R.D. 1981. The Offset system of electrical resistivity sounding
and its use with a multioore cable. Geophysical Prospecting, 29, 128.
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aEnPHVSlCaL SYSTEMS
mSTn__M_E_NTSw ,,,,,

I I IIIMII

ARCHRES ARRAY

• fast traversing
• manualor computer

control
• widechoiceof

configurations
• resistivityimaging

SQUARE-4 PROBE

• for shallowdetailed
surveys

• orientation
insensitive

• one manoperation
• automaticlogging

and plottingof data
• easilyportablefour

electrodeprobe
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THE GEDPULSE RESISTANCE METER

Whatever the technique adopted for resistivity surveying, in
archaeology or in any other field, it is only as good as the
resistivity meter used. For archaeological work this needs to
be, above all else, simple to use and fast to read. Accuracy,
reliability, portability - these are all features one looks
for in a modern instrument, but in addition a data logging
facility is also important. ,.

In designing the GEOPULSE Campus has paid attention to all
these and many other factors. To achieve flexibility the
instrument has a modular construction, central to which is the
voltage measuring circuitry, display and control panel.
Different modules are incorporated in it depending on the
purpose for which it is to be used. For archaeological
surveys the GEOPULSE, fitted with its appropriate module, is a
self contained instrument suitable for use with mobile frames
or with multi electrode
arrays. It is more powerful
than many other instruments
designed solely for
archaeological work and is,
therefore, suitable not only
for conventional surveys but
also for special types of
investigation, such as, for
example, potential gradient
profiling.

THE CAMPOS SQOAR_-4 PROBE

II IIII IIII I I I II I I III I II

SCI NTREX Telex:Teleph°ne:222Smlderoroft_(90s)R°ad"9"2280C°nc°rd'Ontario CanadaL4K 1B5
Telehuc:(g05)68g-6403/ 5132
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'RMPL;6".R.P.vs,=nL T SYS
INSTRUNENTS !_

I III II II IIIIII I

A MICROPROCESSORCONTROLLED
RESISTIVITYSYSTEM

• MULTI-ELECTRODEARRAY PROVIDESDERAILEDDEPTH
SECTIONS.

• LIGHT REELMOUNTEDSECTIONEDCABLE MAKES FOR
PORTABILITYAND RAPID DEPLOYMENT.

i FOR USEWiTH ANY BATTERYOPERATEDIBM COMPATIBLE
P.C.AND RESISTIVITYMETER.

I GREATLYEXTENDSTHE APPLICATIONSOF THE RESISTIVITY
METHOD.
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RESISTIVITYSURVEYSWITH THE
MRT SYSTEM
The CAMPUS M_T System is effectively an reels. Each reel-hub contains an
elect;rioal ground imaging device. It addressable electronic switching unit and
provides a oro_s section of the power pack, by meanl of which the
distribution of resistivity in the sub- electrode can be connected to any one of
surface down to depths of 150 m or so. the four "measuring" lines of the cable.
The data can be interpreted to produce a
two-dlmensional geoeleotric section. The
HRT System thus opens the way to a much
wider application of the resistivity
method than has hitherto been normal ,_;_

practice, i_,

At present depth sounding is by far the
most widely used technique, constant
separation traversing, though important,
being more limited in its applications.
Both techniques, however, provide poor, '_",
often untnterpretable, data if used in :';:
areas where the subsurface shows
relatively rapid lateral as well as
vertloal variation in eleotrloal

properties, e.g. where the rooks are
strongly faulted, steeply dipping or much
folded. Such areas can be explored by
repeated constant _eparatlon traversing
where the spacing is increased at each
pass. In this way an apparent resistivity These four lines, two for current, two for

depth section _pseudoseotion) is built up measuring potential difference, run the
which, when contoured, provides useful full length of the array and are connected
qualitative information about the earth to the conveniently placed resistivity
interpretable in terms of geological mete.r.
structure if the electrical properties of
the locally ooouring formations are known. The swltohing units are controlled by a

portable IBM laptop or other compatible
The new Campug MRT Syltemhas been computer. At any one time four electrodes
designed to remove the practical are connected to the meter, the software
dif£ioulties that are inherent in carrying being designed to carry out a series of
out "two-dimentional" resistivity constant separation' traverses along the
surveying using conventional equipment, array, with increasing separation between
The Campus equipment is portable and the "live" electrodes at each pass A
easily deployed, even in difficult variety of different electrode
terrain. It employs a preplanted array of configurations may be employed although
20 equally spaced electrodes (but can be the software has been designed to use the
adapted for use with up to 32), these Nenner electrode array in order to reduce
being linked through 50 m sections of the spurious lateral effects common with
light (seven-core) cable mounted on small dipole-dipole arrays.

CATm. T_

CABLE

TO NEXT

UNIT

L_ ELAYSBOARD , - L

. CONMON

Layout o1" tile HRT System ELECTROOE_
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In this Instance it w_e possible to and Used as a guide to modify "the model.
measure a rellable sounding over the flat The process was repeated until a
area of the basement, thus providinil satisfactory fit was achieved, the final
control for a quantitative interpretation model (a) and calculated (b) also being
using a finite difference algorithm. The shown in the diagraun.
sounding indicated a two layer regolith
(47 ohm-m and 320 ohm-e,) overlying high Hhere no control is available, useful
resistivity basement, the depth to which semi-quan_itative interpretations of
was known from the existing borehole, weathered basement areas can be obtained
Using these values and boundaries based on using longitudinal oonduotanoee l_ogether
the contour pattern, an initial model was with "pseudo-sounding" data derived from
drawn up and computed, the differences the HRT measurements at suitable stations
between the field and calculated apparent on the profile.
resistivities st eaoh ootn't-, h_4n_' nnt".,,,d.

.

Mapping the basement in the search for water in Zimbabwe

SPECIFICATIONS OF THE I_T SYSTJa4

Each MRT System comprises:

20 Cable Reels Dimensions : 310 x 270 x 200 mm.
Cable : 7 core polyurethane covered.
Cable length : 50 m.

Hub mounted electronic 'switching unit
and rechargeable battery pack.

25 electrodes Mild steel with ring handle and cable clip.
Electrode connecting leads.

Junction box RS232 connection.

Battery charger Complete with connecting links for 20 reels.

Manual and spares.

SCI NTREX = SnldsrcroflRoad,Concord,OntarioCansd|L4KIB5
Telephone:(g06_889-2280
Telex:06-gM.¢/0
Tslefax:(gO5)Ng-(M03/ S132 "
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GEON ICS LIMITED
, /

GEONICS LIMI
1745 Meyerside Drive,.

Mississauga,Ontar,_ "_
CanadaLST1C6

Telephone:1 416 670
Telefax:1 416 670 9204

Telex: 06-968688 ,_.
III II IIIIII I I I I I I I II __ ....
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EM31 EM34-3
The Gee"ice EM31 mapsgeol_ variations,groundwetercontaminantsor any The EM34-3 is a fast. simple to operate, cost-effectiveinstrumentfor thg
subsurfacefeature_ with ehonoasin the groundconductivityusing i enOinaednOgeophysicist,geoloolet and hydrogeolooistalike and _ been
petantodsklctr(xnagnoticinductivete(:hni(luilthatmakesthemeasurementswithout particularlysuocessfulformappingdeepergroundwatercontaminantplumesandfor
oisctrodas or groundcontact. Withthis Inductivemethod,surveysanl readily groundw_srexploration.
carrkldout inaH regionsMeludtngthou of high surfaceresistivity_ch as und,
gravelandasphalt. Usingthesamepatentedinductivemethodas theEM31.theEM34-3uses3 intercotl

spacingsto givevariabledepthsof explorationdownto 60 metres. Withthe 3
The effeetivedepthof explorationhi aboutsix meters, makingit ideal for many spacingsand 2 dipolemodes(horizontalas shownandvertical),verticalelectrical
geoteehnicaland groundwatercontaminantsurveys. Importantadvantagesof tim soundingscanbe obtained. In the verticaldipole(horizontaleopisnar)mode the
EM31overconventionalresistivitymethodsarethespeedwithwhichsurveyscanbe EM34-3 hi very as,attire to verticalgeologicalanomaliesand is wkioly usedfor
conducted,the precisionwithwhichsmallchangesinconductivitycanbe measured groundwaterexpiorstioninfractured,faultedandweatheredbedrockzones.
andthe ¢ontinumusreedoutwhiletraversingthe surveyarea. Two dl0italmeters
displayboththe quadrature-phase(conductivity)and inpbaeocomponentswhich In regionsof particularlyhi0hcultur4tand atmospbertcnoisethe hi0her powered
ran be recordedsimultaneouslyon the DL720 dt01taldatarecorder The inpltau EM34-3XLimprovesthesignalto noiseratiobya factorof 10 atthe 40 m spacing
componentis especiallyusefulfor detectingshallowore bodiesand. in wastesite andby4 atthe 10 m and20 m spacing.

surveys,for searchingfor _risd metal drums, pipes,and other ferrous and The EM34-3comescompletewith anoutputconnectorfor digitaldataIo0gingwith
non-ferrousmetallicdebris, the DL720 as wellas inputports whichcanbe usedwith a recbar0eablebattery
Withthecapabilityof simultaneouslymappin0contaminantplumesandburiedmetal option.
theEM31is theidealtoolforsiteassessmentsurveys.

Specifications Specifications

2: In_l ratioofthesecondarytopdmaryrM0netlcfl4klin RiItMARYFiBLOSOURCE Self-containeddipoletransmitter

partsperthousand(ppt) SiJiHIIOIt S41f-¢on_neddipolerliCdver

P_ Fifo IlOOl_ Self.co,latheddipoletransmitter ItF|R|NCE CABLE Li0htwld0ht.2 wireshi4killdcable
IBIENIIOR Seii-contairloddlpolorecaivo¢

IIIIBRCOILSPACHiU 10mat64 kHz
li111H_OILliPACIN6 3.66metres &OFt=P,ATIN6FREOUEN¢iH20 mat1.6kHz

40 mat0.4Id'iz

OliglATiHit6FRrdwEiiICY 9.BkHz POWIRSUPPLY Transmitter:.8 dlsposabloorr_hargeable'IT ceils
POWERIIUiRRLY 8 disposableaHudlne"C"ceils(approx.20hcontinuous) i'tnceiver:8 disposableorrecharocable"C"ceils

il_ RANGES Conductivity:, 10.100,1000mS/m CONOUCTItffl'YRAIIO|| 9:10.100.1000mS/m
Inphase:t 12ppt

MF.AJUA|MiNTPRECISION,2 %offullScaledeflection

I_MBiT Pfl|CXIIO4H ,0.1% oflullscaledeflection MF.ASUAIBIfl'ACCUAACY,5 %at20 mS/m

MEAIIUREMBilrACCURACY t 5 %at20mS/m NOISELEVEL 0.2mS/m(canbe0resterinregionsofht01tpowerline
NOISELEVELS Con(lucttvtty:0.1mS/m:Inphasa:0.03ppt interference)

OIIglllSlON$ 6gem:4.0mexten(Iod.1.4mstored OI0iiEH|lON| ReceiverConSole:19.5x 13.5x26¢m
Console:24x 20x 18cm Trans_itlerConsole:15x 8 x26cm
ShippingCase:145x38x 23cm Coils:63cmdiameter

ShippingCase:74x74x 29cm
WEI6HT| Instrument:11k0

Shipping:26ko ti/1EIGHTll Instrumentcomplete:205 kO
StlippinO:43 kO
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METALDETECTOR VLFINSTRUMENTATION

EM61 EM16/ EM16R/ TX27
The EM61, one of the newestinstrumentsfrom GEONICS,is a time-domainmetal The EM16is themost widelyusedEM instrumentof alltime, It measuresthe local
detectorwhichdetecta both ferrousandnon-ferrousmetals. Apowerfultransmitter tilt and ellipticltyof VLFbroadcasts,and resolvesthese valuesinto inphasaand
generatesa pulsedprimarymagneticfieldin the earth,whichinduceseddycurrents quadraturecomponentsof VLFresponse.The EM16hasdiscoveredseveralbase-
Innearbymetallicobjects.Theeddycurrentdecayproducesa secondarymagnetic and precious-metalembodies,andmanywater-hearingfaults.

fieldmeasuredbythe receivercoll. The EM18Rattachesto the EM16and, usinga pair of electrodes,measuresthe
Bytakingthe measurementat a relativelylongtimeafter thestart of the eecay,the apparentresistivityof theearth. ThecombinedEM16/16Rinstrumentcandetecta
currentinducedin the groundhasfully dissipatedand onlythe currentin themetal secondearth-layerif the layer occurswithinthe VLFskin-depth. In addition,the
tsstillproducinga secondaryfield. Theresponsesare recordedanddisplayedbyan EM16/16Rcanmapresistivealterationfor goldexploration.

integrateddata logger, TheTX27 is a portableVLFtransmittersupplyinga VLFfieldfor surveyingwiththe
The EM61 detectsa single200-litre (85 gel) drum at a depthof over 3 metres EM16/16R, if remote broadcastsareweak, intermittentor poorlycoupledwith the
beneaththe instrument,yet is relativelyinsensitiveto nearbyculturalinterference, target, ForEM16surveys,theTX27 antennaconsists of a long (1 kin) grounded
suchasfences,buildingsandpowerlines. The responseisa single,sharplydefined wire.
peak, greatlyfacilitatingquickand accuratelocationof the target. Depthof the

tarcanusua,lyheeat,matedfromthe ofthereeponse Specifications(EM16/ EM16R)
Thesystemcanbepulledaroundas a trailerwith odometermountedon the axleto ....
trlooerthe data loggeror it can be carriedby a single operatorwith a shoulder tIF.ASURIOOUANT'mlEI EM16:lnphaseandQuadraturlcomponantsoftheacondary
harness. Vt.Ffield,aspercentages,oftheprimaryfklkl

EM161R:Apparentresi-sttvttyinohm.metres,andphaseangle
botwNnExandHy

PRIMARYFIELDSOURCE Vt.Fbroadcaststations
f
I

Specifications m,o., EMlllR:Stainless-steelelectrodes,separatMby10m;
impedanceofsensoris100M_ inparallelwith0,5pF

i

MF.JMIUIIEOQUANTITY Twochannels(earlyandlatetime)ofsecondaryresponseinmY OPERATIHFRIEQUII_Y 15to30 kHz,depenclingonVLFbro_castin0station
I

iN 84DURCE Air-coredcoil,1 x 1 minsize MEASUREMENTRANOes, EM16:Inphase:,_150%;QuaOrature:,.40%.,
EM16R:300,3000.30000_-nl, PIlese:0-90"CURRENTWAVEFORM Dipolarrectangularcurrentwith50%dutyCyCle

REPLrlrlTI_RATE 75Hz POWERSUPPLY EM16/16R:6 alkaline"AA"cells

EMI!ENIIOR Air-coredcoil,1 x 1 rnin size.coinciclentwithEMsource OIMEliSlON8 EM16and/orEM16R:53x30x 22cm

TiMERATEll Gate1:0.05mswide,starting0.16msaflerpulse WEIGHTS EM16:Operational:1.8kO',Shipping:6.2ko
Gate2:0.4mswide,starting0.45msafterpulse EM16R:Operational'1.5'_'g;Shipping:6 ko

o,,m,cRAm Specifications(TX27)
OISPLAY 4-lineLCDwith16charactersperline PRIMARYFIELD|O4UflCE GroundeOwireor SO0x 500mloop,currentadjustable,0to2 A
OATAaTORAGE Solid-statememoryforupto10000records

OPERATINGFREO(JENCY 18,6kHz
POWER8UPSsI,Y 12VrecNIrg_lblebatleryfor5 hcontinuousoperation

POWER|URPLY 120/240V,600Wmotor-generator
WEIGHT8 Operational:9ackpack:10kg,Coil:9kg

Shipping:51ko(76kowithtrailer) OiMEIISlON8 68x 29x 39cm

OIMENSlOII8 Backpack:60x 30x 10era,Cull:100x 100x 5 crn WEIGHTa Operational:29kg;Shipping:68kO
Shipplno:106x106x20 crn
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PROTEMRECEIVER TEM47TRANSMITTER
It hi well known that there is z trade-off between depth of explorationand target Three interchangeabletransmitters- TEM47,TEM57andTEM37- are uMd withthe
definitionintermsof conductivity,exlint lindorientation.GreatestdepthisDetained PROTEMreceiverand the appropriatereceiver¢oll to make up differentPROTEM
with largefixedloopTuram-typesystemswhichgeneratelargehalfspaceresponses systemsfor variousapplicationssuchIs mineralexploration,structuralmapping,
and alongwith currentgatheringmakes target detectiondifficult. Betterspatial resistivitysoundingandcontaminantplumemapping.
resolutionhi ol)tai.,IKlwith z movingtransmitterconfigurationwith a short hlhlrcoil
SlXlCinObut is limitedto a shdowlr depthofexploration,Thesevariationsinsurvey The TEM47 is the smallest,liohtNt batlery operatedtransmitterwith a very hlSt
requirementsmakesystemflexibilityanimportantdesignconstdlmition, turn-offtimeto enablethe n4arsurfaceresponseto bemeasured.The PROTEM47

(PROTEM receiver and TEM47 transmitter) is most often used for shallow
Time Domain systems are also now routinelyemployedfor general geological geoelectrl¢soundinglookingforconductivecontaminantplumes,salineintrusionor
explorationsuch as for freshwateraquifersin bedrockfractures,and mapping generalStratigraphymapping. Inthismode singleturn transmitterloopsfrom 5 m
groundwatercontaminantplumes. Mappingto the shallowdepthsrequiredinthese up to 100 m on a sidewith turn-offtimesas short as half a microsecondcanbe
applicationsrequiresa very widebandwidthandmanynarrowsamplinggates, usedto givemaximumnearsurfaceresolution.

Recognitionof these diverserequirementsled Geonicsto developthe extremely The maximumtransmigeroutputof 3 A intoa t00 m x 100 m loopgives a good
flexiblePROTEMtime domainsystem. Thedigital,3 channelreceiveris us41dwith responseand resolutionto depthsdownto 150 m makingthisthe idealinstrument
anyof the 3 TEM transmittlrsandchoiceol receivercoilto coverall applications, for resistivitysoundingovera llrge area.
With its 23 bit resolution,systembandwidthof 500 kHz, microsecondsampltno
gates and simultaneousXYZ componentmeasurements,the PROTEM receiver The TEM47 uses a referencecableto achievethe high synchronizationaccuracy
providestheultimateintimedomaincapability Usedwiththe Geontcs3-component required for shallow sounding. Regardlessof application,the high-frequency
coil, mineralsurveysare greatlyspeededup with moredataineitherthe fixedloop receivercoil is usedin PROTEM47 systems. Thisreceivercoilhas the bandwidth
or sllngrammode. The three componentmeasurementalso allowsa quickand necessaryto capturetheearliestportionofthetransientdecay.

accuratecheckon geoelectricsoundingdatafor lateralvariationsin conductivity Whenthe TEM47is usedina PROTEM47 systemfor profiling,it supplies3 Ato an
whichcouldinvalidatea layered-earthinterpretation. 8-turn, 5 x 5 m movie0transmitterloopto providea _ioolemomentof 600 ampere

squaremetres. With basefrequencyof 75 Hz end20 gatesfrom 49 ps to 2.9 ms
this configurationis optimalfor 81ingram(horizontalloop) surveysfor mineral

Specifications .,o.t,oo,0 shallowdepths,andfor groundwaterexplorationIn bedrockfractures.
............. Electricalsoundingis performedsimultaneouslywiththesearchforfault or dike-like

iliad QIJANTITY Rateofdecayof inducedmagneticfieldalong3 axis,innV/m2 taroets.

6MIIENSOR Air.androtate-coredcoils

,.,. o,,.,,.., SpecificationsCHANNEL| 3*n

TIMEGATIHI 20oeometrlcailyspaced,from6 pstoSO0ms
CURRENTWAVEFOAM Dipolarrectangularcurrentw_h54)%dutycycle

DYNAMICRANGE 23bits{132dB) FREQUENCY 30,75or285Hzwherepowedimlfrequencyis60 Ha.
FREQUENCY 0.3,0.75,3, 7.5,30,75 and285Hzot 25,62.5er262.5Hzwhompowerlinefrequencyis 50Hz

0.25,0.625,25, 6.25,25,62.5and262.5Ha.
TURN-OFFTie 2.5psat2A into40 x 40m loop,Fasterintosmallerloop

INTEGRATIONTIME 2.4, 6,15, 30,60,120or240S TRANSMrrrlERLOOP 5 x 5 to100x100m$inOleturnloop,or5 x 5 m6-turnloop
DIIIPLAY 240x64 dotGraphicLCD

OUTPUTVOLTAOE 0 to9 V,continuouslyvariable
DATAHAliOLING Solid-statememoryfor3300data.sets.RS-232output

FOWEFI|UPPI.Y Internal12Vrechar0eablebattery
|YIICHROMIZATION Referencecabteor.optionally,biol./stablequartzcrystal

BATTERYLIFE 5hcontinuousoperationat2Aoutput
POWERSUPPLY 12V rechar0eablebatteryfor8 hcontinuousoperation

DIMEN$1ONII 10.5x 24x 32cm
WEIGHTS 34x 38x 27cm

WEIGHT 5.3k0
DIMENSIONS 13ko
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TEM57TRANSMITTER TEM3;7TRANSMITTER
The TEM57 and PROTEMreceiver are the pdncipsl componentsof PROTEM57 The TEM37 is the most pitwarful transmitterused with the PRO'rEidreceiver
systems. ThedasionaM performanceofthe PROTEM57 makeit a highlyportabis, formingthe bof_ ofthe PROTEM37 (formerlyEM37-3)system.TnehighpowonKI
powerfulandvorsstikltimedomainsystem. PROTEM37 canbe used to sound to depths01laterthan 1 kilometre,and in the

largefixedloop profilingmode,detectanddelimits ore bodlu at U_lrel hundred
TheTEM57 ispoweredeitherbys 600 W generatoror by rschargeal)klbllttertesina metres.
backpack.PROTEM57 systemsaresynchronizedby eitherrafsrana cableor quartz
cfystat,usudy determinedbythe sizeofthe loopand whethlrtheyare beingussd TI_ transmitterand reca_r in s PROTEM37 system are tquippedwith Quartz
for largeloopsoundingeorprofllino. crystals for sy,chronization, although tL refilronco cabin can be ulsd H

transmltter-racatvlrseparationis Isas than 200 m. The TEM37 is poweredby s
The PROTEM57 is ussdfor a widevaristyof applications.Thesystemcansound specislizodmotor-gensrator,whichcanenergizeloopsupto 2000x 2000 m insize.
the depth,thicknsssandconductivityof isyeradownto 300 m belowsurfaca,for
applicationssuchas mappingthe thicknessof aquifers,cosylayersandasasasinO Tnt PROTEU37 is uasd to profill dimply_risd conductors,which makesthe
waterquality. In coastalareas,the PROTEM57 has dldtnsdthe depthto saline systems principaltool of mineralexploration.Boththe 3-0 rlclivlr coiland6H43
intrusionas accuratatyaschemicalsamplesfromwalls, borshofeprobeira USildrouthlldywtttlthe sykes. The PROTEM37 also enjoys

widespreadapplicationfor deep soundin0sfor groundwaterexploration,mappi_
ThePROTEM57, witha short referencecilbis, portabletransmitterand3-0 receiver saline intrusion,and for geofhorrnal explorationas well as gensral regional
coilcandillinaattcomplexorab_kal within200 m of surface. _Iper conductors geoloOleatresearchwherestructuresand layerscanbe detectedat depthsgreater
can be characterizedby profllin0with | synchronizedrece_r and a large,fixed than1000 m,
transmitterloop. Modelflnoprovidesconductivitythickness,dipand extent of the
ore body.

Specifications Specifications
......... CURR|NTWAVIEFOIIM Dipolarrectanoularcurrentwith50% dutycycle

CURRENTWAVEFOIIM Bipoilrrlc1angularcurrentwith50%dutycycle FtR|OU|NC_ 3, 7.5or30Hz(powtrlknefraqutmcy60_).
I_li_f 3, 7,5Or30HZ{powedinolfiIQUIH1Cy(ISHZ), 2.8,5 or25HZ(powerlinlfr|quonw50H2).

2.S,IL2Sor2SHzLt_we_imtrequincy50_!. _ . Ratesbelow1 HZavalllibltfromPROTEMreceivwthrou0h
I_ldesbelOW1 HZavailablefromRROTEMrs¢4_0rmrou0n ref|ranctsa_e

referencer,sl_le TURIF.Or'TTit 20to750ps,deplndinOonsize,currentandnumberoftomsin
transmitterloopTti_ TIM| 20to115_, detention0onsize,currantandmJn_erofturns

intransmitl|rloop TI_MITI_ LOOP Upto2000x 2000m,minimumlesJstance=0.67
TIMlUMITTERLOOP _lt01etom:Anydimension(minimumresistance.1 _) upto

30Ox(t4)0m,S-turn:5 x5 or10x10m OUTPUTCUI_FJII' 30 Amaximum

OUTPUTCUflMNT 20A maximum OUTPUTVOI.TA_ 28.28,40,44,80.110or160V

OUTPUTVOLTAtlE 20or44 V IrtNCHI_TIOti Ouartzcrystalor,optionldiy,referencer,,able

SY1N_NIZ/mOM ReferenceCableor,optionally,quartzcrystal MOTOIIlilEli|RMOR 2800W.120V,400HZ.3-phlm,with8 hcontinuousoperationfromfullroof-tank
POV/IRIIURPt.Y 600W,120I/,60 FIzsin01e-pt_isemotor-generatoror,

optionldly.24Vre_rooabll battery TRAltlIMIlllBItPIW11CTIOliEkiCtronican4eilctrom_nk:iilprotlctio_ii0ainstshortCk_uit

TRNIIMITTIEIIIqlOTE£'TN_Ekl_ronk:andtlll_romeclsanicalprotlictiona04iinstshort T1R_MITTImWIRE AWG#10copper,insulattdwithPVC
circuit liUPIqLII[O

TRAltlMITTERlUZ[ 42 x 20x 31cm TRMIlilIITTERI_ 43 x27x 40cm

TILIUIIIIITTIRWEIOHIT 13k0 _rrlrl_ IVBOHT 20 kO

MOTOIIS|IiBIIATGRIilZIE 44x 32x21cm fIIOTOII-SlENIERATORliZE 74x44 x51cm

MOTOR-II|IU[iilATOR_ 21kg MOTOROEII|RATORWI_ as kO
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Tel.1416)670.9580
GEONICS LIMITED T®lex06-968688Cables:Oeoni_
1745 Meyer_le Dr. UnitO_uga, Ont_lo CanadaLSTIC6 Fax: (416) 670-9204

Jlf , ' '

• l E1q'_glg 1tlg3 GEONICSUMffED PRICE
UNITED STATESDOLLARS

GROUNDCONDUCTNITY METERS

EM31 ContinuousReading,Condt_llvtty & Inl)hase,6m depth $ 12,985
EM34.3 Conductivity, explorationto 60m 18,900
EM34-3XL As EM34-3 with luger dipolemomentfor greaternoise reje_ton 21,285
EM38 ContinuousReading,Conductivity& inl)h41se,1.5m depth e,250

optional: 1. ForEM34-3 andEM34-3XL: Recharguble Batteriesand
dual P,xrrx BatteryCharger(input 110 or 220V| 640

2. ForEM38: ExtenderArmfor ground-lev(4surveying(includingdata cable) 570

BOREHOLEINSTRUMENTS

EM39 OoreholeConductivityProbeand ControlConsole 14.600
EM39RT RealTime ComputerLoggingOption 1,895
Gamma39 NaturalGamma LoggingProbe 8,280
W39-1 WinchSystem with 100m cable (includingTripod,

OpttoalDepth Encoder,DigitalDepth Readout) 7,350
W39-2 WinchSystem completees W39-1 with 200m cable 8,625

Optional; 1. Motor afire (not Includinggenerator)for W39 winGhes 2,200
2. LevelWind for W39 winches 1,000

DATA LOGGERS

0L720 OmntdataDigitalDatatogger(128kB) with OAT operationaland editingsoftware,
interconneotcablesand case (completefor one instrument) 3,595

DL720M ModificationPackagesfor usingDL720 with otherGeonics instruments
(includesOAT softwareand interconne_ cable) 495

Memory upgradefor loggerto 256 kB, when orderedpriorto delivery 200
Memory upgradefor loggerto 448 kiD,when orderedpriorto delivery 600

METALDETECTORS

EM61 Hlgh-ResoluUonDeep-PenetratingMetal Detector, with 256kB data logger 9.975
Memory upgradeto 448kB, when orderedpriorto delivery 500

Optional: Trailer.mountfor EM61 2,100
Web-net 95

VLF BM EOUIPMENT

EM16 VLF ElectromagneticReceiver 5,665
EM16R VLI=ResistivityMeter Attachment to EM16 3,195
EM16116R CompleteVLF ReceiverandGroundResistivityInstrument 8,860
TX27 VLF PortableTransmitter 6,165

Generatorfor Tx27 1°040

NOTES: 1. All pricesquoted F.O.B. Geonlcs,Mlsslssauga,OntadOoCanada.
2. All applicableimportduties and shippingareextra.
3. Warranty on all instrumentsis for one (1) calendaryear.
4. Extendedwarranty availableon alldata loggers.
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pRICEUST: UNITED STATE_ DOLLARS (Contlnuedl
_PTEMBER 1993

INSTRUMEI_, RENTAL RATES - Weekly Rates UNITED STATES DOLLARS

Rental Period - Weeks: lto3 4 to 12 _13_lus
(perweek) (perweek} (perweek]

pROUND CONDUCTIVITY METERS

EM31 450 .340 270
EM34-3 740 560 450
EM34-3XL 825 620 495
EM38 245 185 150

,BOREHOLEINSTRUMENTS

EM39 640 475 385
EM39RT 755 565 455
Gamma 39 385 290 230
Gamma 39RT 500 375 300
W39-1 (100m cable) 340 260 210
W39-1M (100m motorized} 455 340 270
W39-2M (20Ore motorized and level wind) 560 420 340

DATA LOGGERS

DL720 260 195 155

Analog Recorder(single channel) 160 120 100

,METALDETECTORS

EM61 350 265 215
EM61 with trailer-mount 425 320 255

,VLFEMEOUlPMENT

EM16 235 175 140
EM16116R 370 275 220
Tx27 (incl. generator) 405 305 240
Tx27 (without generator} 345 260 210

RENTALTERMS:

1. Minimum rental period for instruments is 1 week. Rental period begins the day
the equipment is received by the customerand ends the day it is returned to the shipperfor
delivery to Geonics.

2. For rentals longer than 1 week, the daily charge per business day is 20% of the applicable
weekly rate.

3. 80% of rental payments can be creditedtowards the purchaseof the rented
equipment while pnder rer]tal.

4. Consignee is responsible for any loss or damage to rented equipment.
5. Wllen returning rental eqtdpment follow the instructions st_piied with the instrument,
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,igitalReidMonitorsfromOYOGEOSPACEhave iprovidedreliableserviceto land, marineand
portableseismiccrewsthroughoutthe world since

i 1985.Now,the newgenerationDFM-480-4has486
power for significantly increasedplotting speed.
Advancedsoftwareincludesmultiple-lineplotting,
neartracegather,vibroseisQCcapability,and more.

_ • 80486DX- 33MHzCPUStandard
• 80486DX2- 66MHzCPUOptional
• Memory8 MByte.Upto 32MByteOptional
• Interfacewithallcurrentdataacquisitionsystems
• Acceptsupto 2400inputchannels
• 640x480VGAELDisplay
° Worldwideserviceandsupport ,

8¥0 SESSPA£E i
Instruments, Inc.

Houston:TEL713-937-5800 FAX713-937-1161 i

Calgary"TEL403-250-9600 FAX403-250-9643 i
England:TEL582-573980 FAX582-574945

_; .._.J.
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gas-1isa_,i_u_o=se_cac_is_O._ _ =tab,s_
newperformanceandoperationslandardsforengineering,environ-
mentalandoilexplorationapplicationsinlandormarineenvironments.
USl "'_''"_ -
speedsamplinganddyna__"resolution,thesystemproducestrueoigital
representationofanalogsignalsfromseismicdetectors.

Performaecestandards-
• . ,r

A/D_ -.24NtS "..... " :15bits

_Oyna_¢_ Range - 132dB 114,,116dB 84_

Tolal_ _ 0.1%(tH_:ar)
Sandingzn=rv_ . ,31.2s_eczo4msec
NumberdCllamets .24tO144ctmnds 24to120¢w'mls

systemsDesignApproach-:"
D_-I is._peciallydesignedforadaptationtomanyseismicprojects
andcanworkwithbothimpulseandvibratoryenergysources.Config-
urationoptionsincludechannelexpansion,highcapacityinternalor
externaltapestorage,systems,expandedmemory,andexternalplotters,
RunanyDOSbasedseismicapplicationsoftwareonthebuilt-=n
80486computerforreal-timedataanalysis.Whateveryourneeds,from
abasic24channelunittoasophisticatec1144channelsystem,DAS-1
offersahi-performance,cost-effectivesolutiontoyourseismicsurvey
requirements.
Callustoday/ormoreinformation,1400-824-2319

O¥O GEOSPA£E
USA:OYOGEOSPACE• (713)849-2595_,FAX,,(713)937-1161
UK:OYOU,K.Limited• (44)5&?.-57-3950.FAX:(44)582-57-4945
Jtl_AN:OYOCorporation• (81)48-882-5371* FAX:(81)48-885--_24
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LocatingBuriedDrumsandTanks? lie ire= Indud.:
The NEW ENVIJJIAG Isthe solutionto • select samplingrates as fast as 2
this environmentalproblem. ENVI-MAG is timesper second
an inexpensive,lightweight,poltal_e • "WALKMAG" mode for rapidacquisi-
"WALKMAG"whichenables youto lion of data
survey largeareas quicklyand accurately. • issge internalmemory, expandableto
ENVI-MAG is a F.,___ _ preces- 200,000 readings
sion magnetometerancgorgradiometer, • easy to read, large LCD screen
for geotachnicaLarchaeologicaland displaysdata both numericallyand
environmentalapploalkx_ where high graphically
production,fastcount rate and high - ENVIMAP softwareforprocessingand
sensitivityarerequired.Itmayalsobe mappingdata
used for other applications, such as
mineralexploration,and may be ENVI-MAG corrTxlsesseveralbasic
configuredas a total-field magnetometer, modules;a lightweightconsolewith a
a verticalgradiometeror as a base langescreen alphanumericdisplayand !

station, highcapacitymemory,a staffmounted I

sensor and sensorcable, rechargeable
The ENVI-MAG batteryand battery charger, RS-232
• easily detects burieddrumsto depths cable and ENVIMAP processingand "

of I0 feet ormore mappingsoftware.
ENVI-MAGProtonMagnetometerinopera_n

• moresensitiveto the steel of a buried Forgradiomstry applicationsan upgrade
drumthan EM or radar kitis available,comprisingan additional Forbase stationapplicationsa Base

• muchless expensivethan EM or radar processormodule for installationinthe Station AccessoryKit is available sothat
• surveyproductivitymuch higherthan console,and a secondsensor witha staff the sensor and staffmay be converted

withEM orradar extender, intoa base station sensor.

FeaturesandBenefits

"WALKMAG" Large-Key Keypad Easy Review of Data

Magnetometer,'Gradiometer The large-key keypad allowseasy access Forquality of data and for a rapidanaly-
The "WAUOvIAG"mode of operation for gloved-handsincold-weather opera- sisof the magnetic characteristicsofthe
(sometimesknownas "Walking Mag*) is tions. Each key has a multi-purpose survey line,several modes of revieware
user-selectablefrom the keyboard. Inthis function, possible.These includethe measure-
mode, data is acquiredand recordedat ments at the last throestations,the ability
the rate of 2 readingsper second as the to scrollthroughany orall previous
operatorwalks at a steady pace along a readings in memory, and a graphic
line.At desired intervals,the operator displayof the previousdata as profiles,
"triggers"an event marker by a singlekey line by line.This feature is very usefulfor
stroke, assigningcoordinatesto the environmentaland archaeological
recordeddata. surveys.

True Simultaneous Gradiometer Highly Productive

An optionalupgrade kit is available to . The "WALKMAG"mode of operation
configureENV[-MAG as a gradiometerto Frontpanelof ENVt-MAGshowingagrAo_ acquiresdata rapidlyat closestation
make true, simuRaneousgradiometer _ of dataandlarge-keykeypad intervals,ensuringhigh-definitionresults.

measurements.Gradiometry is usefulfor Large Capaci_, Memory This increasessurveyproductivityby a
factorof 5 when compared to a conven-

geotechnicaland archaeologicalsurveys ENVI-MAG withstandard memorystores tionalmagnetometersurvey.
wheresmall nearsudace magnetic up to 28,000 readingsoftotal field
targets are theobject of the survey, measurements,21,000 readingsof "Datacheck'" Quality Control of Data
Selectabie Sampling Rates gradiometrydata or 151,000 readingsas "Datacheck"providesa feature whereinat
0.5 second, 1 second and 2 second a base station.An expanded memory the end of each survey line, data may be
readingrates user selectablefrom the optionis availablewhichincreasesthis reviewedas a profileon ENVI-MAG's
keyboard, standard capacityby a factorof 5. screen. Datacheckconfirmsthat the
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InstrumentIsfunctioningcorr_ly and Re©hergeebleBattery and _ Nneend_ identlfk:_lonlh_
allowsthe userto notethe magnetic relief Battery Charger _ _e uNr to Ekl some_ Intmmdon

m_dbuilda sollable_,xround
(anomaly)onthe line. An "off<he.shelf"ieed-aoidbattery and
Large Screen Display chargeram providedasstandard.The d) contourIhegddd_ldm

"Super-Twist"64 x 240 dot (8 linesx 40 low-cost"Carncorder"type batteryis e) amnsoateIhecombinedrelwlmofthe_;_.rround mpandtheconto._n;I
characters), LCD graphloscreenprovides availablefrom sieofronicpartsdistributors stoptofttona ¢andard8.5 ins.widedot.
goodvisibilityin all lightconditions.A everywhere, mavixprlrmr
dIsplayheater is optionallyavailablefor HELP-LIne Available f) rasWizeandoutputtheresultsofstepe)to

low-temperatureoperationsbelow 0°C, Purohasemof ENVI.MAG am provided Iheprinter

witha HELP-Une telephonenumberto ENVIMAP Is designedto beas simpleas
callinthe eventassistanceis neededwith possible.The user Is requiredto answera
an applicationor instrumentationproblem, few basic questionsasked by ENVIMAP,
ENVIMAP Processing and then simply toggles"QO"to let
and Mapping Software ENVIMAP providedefaultparametemfor

Close.upof ItmENVI.MAGscreenshowing SuppliedwithENVI-MAG, andcustom the makingof the contourmap. The user
dampresentedafereachreading designedfor thispurpose,is easy-to-use, can modifycertain characteristicsofthe

very user-friendly,menudrivendata outputplot.ENVIMAP'S menusystemis
Interactive Menus processingandmappingsoftwarecalled bothkeyboard and mouse operable.
The set-upof ENVI-MAG is menu-driven, ENVIMAP.This uniquesoftwareappears HELP screensare Integratedwiththe
and minimizesthe operator'slearning to the userto be a singleprogram,but is menusystemsothat HELP is displayed
time, andon-goingtasks, in facta sequenceofseparateprograms, whenever the user requestsit.

L .--i ..... _............. IIII each performinga specifictask. Under Options Available

I__+ +' i _ i__ir ::_" the menusystem,there are separate • True simultaneousgrediometer
T * S. _ FXf_J)UNXT _ i programsto do thefollowing: upgrade

•.1i_i jibe1,' - -: .... i a) madtheENVI.MAGdataandreformatitinto • Basestation upgrade

__T'mwma so,we
Cose-upofdisplayof ENVI-MAGshowing b) gridI_edataink)a standardgddformat temperatureoperations

• Externalbattery pouchInteractive eat.up menu c) create • vector file of posted values

Specifications

TotalFieldOperatingRange 8tendedMemory OperatingTemperatureRange
20,000to100,000nT(gammas) TotalFieldMeasurements: 28,000readings Standard0• to6(PC

TotalFieldAbsoluteAccuracy GradiometarMeasurements:21,000readings Optional-40oCto60oC
+/-1aT BaseStationMeasurements:151,000readings Dimenakmo

ExpandedMemory Console- 10x 6 x2.25Inches
Tuning TotalFieldMeasurements: 140,000readings (250mmx 152mmx55me)
Fullysolidstate.Manualorautomat_,keyboard GradiometarMeasurements:109,000readings T.F.sensor- 2.75inchesdie.x7 Inches
selectable BaseStationMeasurements:750,000readings (70mmx 175mm)
Cycling(Reading)Rates Real-TimeCk_k Grad.sensorandstaffextender- 2.75inches
0.5, 1or2seconds,upto9999secondsfor die,x 26.5inches(70mmx 675me)
basestationapplications,keyboardselectable Recordsfulldate,hours,minutesandsecondswith1secondresolution,+/.1secondstability T.F,staff- 1inchdta.x76 inches(25turnx2 m)

8elloi(ivfily over12hours Weight
0.1nTat2 secondsamplingrats DigitalDataOutput Console- 5.4Ibs(2.45kg)
GradiometarOption RS-232Cinterface,600to 57,600Baud,7 or8 withrechargeablebattsry
Includesa secondsensor,20 inch(Vain)staff databits,1start,1stopbit,nopadtyformat. T.F. sensor- 2.2Ibs(1.15kg)
extenderandprocessormodule ,Seleotabiocan'iagereturndelay(0-999ms)to Grad.sensor- 2.5Ibs(1.15kg)

accommodateslowpedpherals,Handshakingis
"WALKMAG"Mode donebyX-on/X-off Staff-1.75Ibs(0,8kg)

0.5secondforwalkingsurveys,variablerates AnalogOutput
forhillyterrain 0 - 999mVfullscaJeoutputvoltagewith
DigitalDisplay keyboardselectabierangeof 1,10,100,1,000
LCD"SuperTwist',240x64dotsgraphics, or10,000nTfullscale HeadOffice
8 linex40d_araotarsalphanumerics PowerSupply 222Snlder+_rottRoadConcord,Onwlo,CanadaL4K1BS
DisplayHeater Rechargeabte"Camcorder"ty,_)e,2.3Ah,Lead- Telephone:(416)e69-2280
Tharmosta_icallyoon_'olled,forcoldweather addbaltary. Fax: (416)660-6403or669-5132
operations 12Voltsat0.65Ampformagnetometer,1.2 Telex: 06-964570

KeyboardInput Ampforgradiometar, Canadianareacode_angeato
External12VoltInputforbasestationoperations (905),effectiveOctober5.1993.

17keys,dualfunction,membranetype IntheUSA:
Optionalexternalbatterypouchforcoldweather

NotebookFunction operations SclnnxInc.
32characters,5 user-definedMACRO'sfor 4600WltmerIndusldalEstates,Unit4
quickentry BatteryCharger NiagaraFalls,NY14305

110Volt-230Volt,50/60Hz Telephone:(716)298-1219
Fax: (716)298-1317
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SCINTREX Quotation/
'°'°"'n° "1"'""' ProFormaInvoice4600 Wltmer IndustrialEstates,Unit 4 Fax: (716) 298-1317
NiagaraFalls, NY 14305

TOs Lawrence Berkeley Lab DATEz 5 October 1993

Building 50E

1 Cyclotron Road

Berkeley, California

94720, U.S.A.
QUOTATION #s US-0282 PAGEz 1

ATTNs Mr. Norman Goldstein
YOUR ENQUIRYs

DELIVZRY: 6 weeks

After Receipt of Order

QUOTATION VALIDITY: 90 Days
SALE8 TAXz Not Applicable

PAYMENT TERMSt Prepayment by Direct Bank Transfer

Itemz Unit Price Quantity Prlce(US $ )

ENVI Environmental Magnetometer / Gradlometer System

I. ENVI MAG Total Field 5,450.00 1 5,450.00

Magnetometer (console
includes 0.SMB memory, the

instrument can be used as a

total field or base station

magnetometer)
(788-001) Includingz

1 (788-011) ENVI Electronics Console

I (788-020) Total Field Sensor

1 (780-550) Sensor Cable

1 (788-022) Sensor Staff

1 (788-023) Carrying Harness

1 (788-024) Back Plate

1 (745-081) RS232 Cable

1 (400-078) Rechargeable Battery

1 (400-139) Battery Charger 110/220 VAC

1 (788-030) Minor Spare Parts Kit

1 (788-032) ENVIMAP Software Package

1 (788-711) Operations Manual

1 (788-148) Packaging

SeeReverseforTemmandConcll_lonsof Sale
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SCINTREX Quotation/
'°'n"'°°' ": '""'"""' ProFormaInvoice4600 Wltmer IndustrialEstates, Unlt 4 Fax: (716) 298-1317
NiagaraFails, NY 14305

QUOTATION #: US-0282 PAOE: 3

Item: UnLt Price Quantity Prloe(US $ )

Options and Accessories:

2. RNVI GRAD Magnetic 6,995.00 Not Included

aradiometor (©onsole ln©ludes

0.SMBmemory, the instrument

can be used as a magnetic
gradioneter or base station

magnetometer)

(788-002) lncludingt

I (788-012) ENVI Gradiometer Console

1 4788-020) Total Field Sensor

1 (788-021) 0.5m Gradiometer Sensor

1 4788-028) Gradiometer Sensor Cable

i (788-022} Sensor Staff

1 (788-023) Carrying Harness

I 4745-081) RS-232 Cable

1 4400-078} Rechargeable Battery

I 4400-139) Battery Charger 110/220 VAC

i 4788-030} Minor Spare Parts Kit

1 4788-032) ENVIMAP Software Package

1 (788-711) Operations Manual

1 (788-216} Foam Cushion

i (788-148) Packaging

3. ENVI Magnetic Base Station 380.00 Not Included

Accessories Kit (includes 50m

base station extension cable,
staff supporting kit, 12

volt power supply cable, null

modem)

(788-025)

4. ENVI GRAD UPGRADE KIT 1,620.00 Not Included

(upgrades the BNVI MAG total

field magnetometer to a

slmultaneous gradiomster)

Including:

1 {788-021) 0.5m Gradiometer Sensor

1 (788-059) Gradiometer Board

SeeReverseforTermsar_ ConditionsofSale
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SCINTREX Quotation/
": ProFormaInvoice4600WitmerIndustrialEstates,Unit4 Fax'. (718)298-1317

NiagaraFalls,NY14305

QUOTATION #s US-0282 PAGEs 4

Item: Unit Price Quantity Prlce(US $ )

1 (788-028) ENVI Oradlometer Sensor Cable

1 (788-084) Gradiometer PCB Ribbon
1 (788-216} Foam Cushion

5. ]DTVI Transit Case 265.00 Not Included

(140-161)

6. BIIVI Bxternal Hear T Duty 275.00 Not Included
Battery Kit (recommended for
cold weather use and walking

gradiometer, 7.2 Ah)
(788-026)

7. 8pare Rechargaable Battery 95.00 Not Included
and cable for ENVI (2.3 _)
(400-078)

8. MAPPING PROCESSING SYSTEM 3,410.00 Not Included

(MPS) (#140) (Graphics Systen
#1003, RRRGRID #102, CONTt_
#103, GPID Utilities 1

#105&, MAPPLOT #106, CPLOT

#111, MAPBDIT #117)

9. MAPPING PROCESSING SYSTEM 2,115.00 Not Included

(MPS) UTILITY KIT (#141)
(GRID Utilities 2 #105B, XYZ
Utiltles #112A, ZYZ Utilities
2 #112B, CALCULATOR #118)

SeeReverseforTermsandConditionsofSale
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SCINTRI_X Quotation/
":"'"'""' ProFormaInvoice4600 Wltmer IndustrialEstates,Unit 4 Fax: (716) 298-1317

NiagaraFalls, NY 14305

QUOTATION #s US-0282 PAGE! 5

Items Unit Price Quantity Price(US $ )

10. VOA-VI_B3AD (#113) 470.00 Not Included

11. BCONTUR (#108) (for huge 585.00 Not Included

grids up to 1,000,000 points)

12. GEO$OFT POTENTIAL FII_D 3,130.00 Not Included

MODELLING P&CKAGB (#404)

(includes MAOMOD #401, OBAMOD
#406, PMODEL #420)

13. NAGB4OD (#401) 1,235.00 Not Included

14. OM-SYS Basic Digitiser 2,500.00 Not Included

Support (#407)

15. ON-SYS 2.5D Upgrade (#408) 1,425.00 Not Included

16. OM-S¥S Utility'Package (#410) 295.00 Not Included

SeeReverseforTermsand Conditionsof Sale
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SCINTREX Ouotation/
_""" """'"""'_' ProFormaInvoice4600WltmerIndustrialEststell,Unll4 Fax: (718)296-1317
NiagaraFalls,NY14305

QUOTATION #: US-0282 PAGt: 6

Item, unit Pr_'_e _,.t:ity 'pr_oe"(uS$ )
, ,

17. P_I&L FII_D 6,265.00 Not included
I_I_T_TION (PFIS)
80FTWARB PACKAGE (£n©ludo8
GRIDBPTH#421, 8YPLOT#I20,
MAGNAP 2-D Fourier

Processing #114)

18. GEOSOFT I _¢RR 8OFTWR_J 0.00 Not Included

NAINTBN_CB PACKAGE (price is
calculated as 15% of the
total value of software

purchased)

SeeReverseforTermsandConditionsofSale
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SCINTREX
Sclntrex Inc., Telephone: (716) 298-1219
4600 Wltmer IndustrialEstates, Unit 4 Fax: (716) 298-1317
Niagara Falls,NY 14305

199 3 INSTRUMENT RENTAL RATES

Prices effective July 1 1993

MAGNETOMETER/VLF Daily Monthly BASE CHARGE
us $ us $ us $

ENVI

Total Field Mag. 30.00 850.00 175.00
Also Configured
as a Base Station

ENVI

Gradiometer Unit 35.00 1,000.00 180.00

OMNI PLUS

Total Field MAG/VLF 75.00 1,500.00 380.00

OMNI PLUS

Gradiometer MAG/VLF 80.00 1,600.00 400.00

GRAVITY METERS

CG-3 Auto Grav/Gravity 120.00 3,000.00 1,000.00

Cold Weather Accessary Kit 12.50 320.00 N.C.
(1 battery belt, 4 batteries,

2 chargers )

IO0
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IP RECEIVERS Daily Monthly BASE
US S US $ .S $

IPR-12 80.00 2,000.00 350.00

TRANSMITTERS

TSQ-3 with Motor 250.00 2,800.00 900.00
Generator and Field
Accessary Kit

RADIOMETRICS

0

GRS-500 7.5 cubic inch 12.00 300.00 55.00

UG-135 4.0 cubic inch 12.00 300.00 55.00

GAD-6/GSP-Sensor 28.00 ?00.00 250.00
with calibration Sources
22 cubic inch

MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY METERS

K-2 12.00 300.00 55.00

HIGH SENSITIVITY MAGS.

H-8 Cesium Magnetometer 80.00 2,000.00 225.00
Sensor

CS-2 Cesium Magnetometer 84.00 2,100.00 280.00
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Sensors & Software,nc.

Introduces

pulseEKKOTM
The Ground Penetrating Radar designed

to exploit Seismic Processing.

Years of practical experience in rugged field conditions have created the
lightweight, modular and totally battery powered pulseEKKO TM IV
system. The fully digital system with fibre optic data links guarantees the
highest possible performance available.

Modular design using interchangable antennas to select operating
frequency provides you with a cost effective route to system
enhancement.

With advanced control software you can operate the system from any
MS-DOS* computer and exploit the latest advances in PCt technology.
Full digital data storage gives you instant access to your data and the
ability to exploit proven seismic processing techniques.

The advanced user interface combines simplicity with total system
control. Non-volatile configuration parameters, and automatic
configuration maximize data quality, minimize set up time, and assure
survey repeatability.
"MS-DOS Trademark of Microsoft Corp.

tPC Trademark of International Business Machines Corp.

Fracture Mapping in Rock

fl , 0

5

i "150 tO _

250 15
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MappingSoftStratigraphy
pulseEKKOTM

• Digital acquisition . i _.
• Light weight _
• Fibre optics _
• Signal averaging "_z_

• Computer comrolled _ ' !• Interchangable antennas _o _
• Seismicsoftware _,

compatible

Lake Bottom Mapping

| | _ ._ pulseF,KKOTM

o o

_" iiii_ii___!!l____ _o_ . Wiggle tracedisplay.FFT filtering___ _ _. • AGC and SEC gains
- * Seismicprocessing software_tsm ¢.

30-
-_ * Topographic compensation

,o_ • Processing history

Detectionof BuriedTanks

pulseEKKOTM

Application ......:........._......._"........_:.........".........:__....."__:_
• Bedrock depth o_ l ,

• Rock fractures _ ' _;
* Mine workings i-_ _:
• Mineralized zones _ _
• Glacierthickness ,o
• Archaeologicalsites _

Sensors&
Software
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Sensors&
Software,nc.

System Performance 155 dB
Programmable Time Window 32 - 2048 ns
Programmable Sampling Interval 800 - 8000 ps
Programmable Stacking Range 1 - 2048 stacks

con'loLNSOX I'- ' '"'.111ii " 'lil.ii li i iii ii i

Size 35 x 26 x 15 cm
Weight 3 Kg
Power 12V DC (0.6 Amp)
Control and Data Port RS232 Serial Port

TRANSMtrtd _ONICS _

Output Voltage 400V (1000V - optional)
Repetition Rate 30kHz
Size 28 x 28 x 11 cm
Weight 3 Kg (battery included)
Power 12V DC (0.5 Amp)

i i Ill -- --

Size 28 X 28 X 11 cm
Weight 3 Kg (battery included)
Power 12V DC (0.5 Amp)

iCABLi_

Control Console Power 1.5m power cable
Transmitter Trigger 20m fibre optic
Receiver Timing and Data 20m dual fibre optic
Computer Interface 2m RS232 cable

i t i.i _ -

•CObOL.a,, ....... ,,' ii i i , d, i,, ' - "

Computer MS-DOS* PCT, 640Kbytes RAM, RS232 port.
Data Storage PC floppy, hard, or RAM disk
Hard Copy Most PC printers
Software EKKO__RUN EKKO__.PLOT EKKO__.EDIT

EKKO__SEGY EKKO__RANG EKKO__FILT
EKKO__CMP EKKO_SYNTH

- _ '" _ ,"ill

25 MHz 50 MHz 100 MHz 200 MHz
10.5 x 368 x 0.8 cm 10.5 x 184 x 0.8 cm 10.5 x 92 x 0.8 cm 10.5 x 46 x 0.8 cm
4 Kg 2 Kg 1.5 Kg 1 Kg
I IIII II III III I

"MS-DOS Trademark of Microsoft Corp. t PC Trademark of International Business Machines Corp.
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Sensors& 5566 Tomken RoadMississauga,Ontario
Canada L4W1P4

SoftwareInc Phone: (905) 624-8909• Fax:(905)624-9365

August, 1993

US RENTAL PRICE LIST
puiseEKKO IV GPR Products

Per Day Per Month Mob.

BASE SYSTEM: 200.00 4,800.00 350.00

INCLUDES:
1. 1- pulseEKKO IV Control Unit
2. 1- pulseEKKO IVTransmitter Module (400V)
3. 1- pulseEKKO IV Receiver Module
4. 1- Set 100 MHz (nominal) Centre Frequency Antennas
5. 2- Single Transmitter Fibre Optic Cable (20 m)
6. 2- Dual Receiver Fiore Optic Cables (20 m)
7. 1- Control Unit to Computer Cable
8. 1- Battery Cable for pulseEKKO IV
9. 2- Antenna Carrying Handles
10. 8- Rechargeable Batteries (6V, 4 Ah)
11. 2- Battery chargers (6V)
12. 1- System Collection Software
13. 1- Standard Plotting and Editing Software
14. 1- System User Manual

OPTIONAL ITEMS:

Electronics:
Transmitter Module (400V) 33.75 816.00 90.00
Transmitter Module (100OV) 45.00 1087.50 90.00
Receiver Module 72.00 1740.00 90.00

Antennas:
set 25 MHz: 34.00 825.00 90.00
set 50 MHz: 24.00 562.50 90.00
set 100 MHz: 17.00 412.50 90.00
set 200 MHz: 11.50 277.50 90.00

Cables and Batteries:
Spare Single Fibre Op.tic: 2.50 24.00 30.00
Spare Dual Fibre Optic: 4.50 48.00 30.00
Spare 6V Battery: 1.50 10.00 10.00
Spare 6V Charger: 2.00 14.25 15.00

Software:
Standard Plotting and Editing: 15.00 300.00 75.00
Color Plotting Program: 15.00 300.00 75.00
Bandpass Filter Program: 3.00 75.00 75.00
EKKO TOOLS Basic GPR Processing 15.00 300'.00 75.00
VISTA-GPR Seismic Processing 84.00 2025.00 75.00
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Digital Ground
Penetrating Radar for _,_,.....
High Resolution ......
Applications

CULVERT

The pulseEKKO 1000features the
same user friendly operation and high
performance levels asother members
of the pulseEKKOfamily.

Lightweight, shielded antennas make
the pulseEKKO 1000 ideal for
operation in urban and indoor survey
applications.
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A variety of fixed or fully
independent antennas combined with
modular and flexible design optimizes
the system for velocity sounding and
tomography applications in addition
to conventional reflection survey.

MHz 225 MHz

The pulseEKKO 1000 is a completely
digital package with trace stacking

and unprocessed data recording.Data processing and display are
totally independent of data

......... acquisition.

puiseEKKO 1000 minimizes your
dependence on skilled and
experienced operators by minimizing

._ _ _ user adjustments, recording all system
_ ; _ _ .

:_ _:_:_- ......_:..............,.... ......: ........... setup parameters with each profile

_i__',,_ii' '""' ...... '"; ...... _" _ data.anddigital storage of unprocessed

i___i _ -_ Remote control ports give you the
2 ,ji;2' [! _ _ flexibility of operating with manual

8 _, t 8 _ or fully automated positioning
- " '" t__It_ ;:_ systems.

Audio/visual indicators at bothi i i . ill i ill

antennas make transillumination and

tomography surveys simple.

5566 TomkenRoad,Mississauga,Ontario.Canada L4W 1P4, Phone:(905} 624-8909 Fax:{905) 624-9365
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RADAR PARAMETERS
SystemPerformance 133dB
Programmable Time Window 10 - 250 ns
ProgrammableSamplingInterval 100- 1000ps
ProgrammableStackingRange 1 - 2048 stacks

CONTRI3L CONSOLE
Size 25 x 16x 16cm
Weight 2.8 Kg
Power 12VDC(2.5 Amp)
Control& Data Port RS232Serial(optional Parallel)

TRANS MITTER ELECTROIMICS
Output Voltage 200V
RepetitionRate 30 kHz
Size 23 x 16x 5cm
Weight 1.6 Kg

RECEIVER ELECTRONICS
Size 23 x 16x 5cm
Weight 2.0 Kg
Data Resolution 16bit

CONTROL & DISPLAY
Computer MS-DOS*PC**, 640KbytesRAM,RS232port
Data Storage Floppy,hard or RAM disk
Hard Copy PC** compatibleprinters
Software : EKKORUN,plusa completelineof processing

programs

ANTENNAS
225 MHz 450.MHz 900 MHz

Size 40 x 23 x7cm 23x 16x 6cm 23 x 16x 6cm
Weight 1.0 Kg 0.7 Kg 0.7 Kg

* MS-DOS Trademark of Microsoft Corp. ** PC Trademark of International Business Machines Corp.

5566 TomkenRoad,Mississauga,Ontario,Canada L4W 1P4, Phone:(905] 624-8909 Fax:(905] 624-9365
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ZONGEENGINEERING& RESEARCHORGANIZATION
3322 EAST FORT LOWELL ROAD, TUCSON. ARIZONA 85716 U.S.A.

TELE, (602) 327-5501 FAX (602) 325-1588 TELEX 165532 C EERHO TUC

October ii, 1993

Mr. Norman E. Goldstein

Lawrence Berkley Laboratories
Earth Science Division

1 Cyclotron Road
Berkley, California 94720
Mailstop 50E

Dear Mr. Goldstein:

Thank you for your call and interest in Zonge Engineering.
Attached you will find a brochure package, rental rate sheet, and
some general information you may find helpful in your equipment
search. Below is a sample quotation for a TEM system that
includes NanoTEM.

i. GDP-16/3 3 Channel Receiver $ 34,874.00
2. NTEM-16 NanoTEM Analog Card 3,985.00
3. NT-20 24V. 20A TEM/NanoTEM Transmitter 9,234.00
4. BR 12/w Breast Reel W/610 M Wire 1,191.00
5. PPE/I Porous Pot Electrodes (2) 208.00
6. SW-TEM TEM Processing 1,135.00
7. SW-PLOT Contour Plots/Psuedosections 895.00
8. SW-TEMID 1D Inverse TEM 1,645.00

Total $ 53,167.00

When you look over the enclosed literature, please contact me if
I can help further. I would be pleased to help in any way.

G_neral Ma__er

BP/dlm
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THENT-20TRANSMITTER
Multi-function

Batte_-Powered
TEMTransmitter

FEATURES

• Dual output: NanoTEM ®or ZEROTEM
• Bipolar current output up to 20 A
• 50 or 100o/oduty cycle

2 microsecond shutoff into 20 o7/,,v¢.¢_.._,*Less than
meter loop (NanoTEM _)

• Less than 50 microseconds turnoff into _. '_/c,_._._,-
100 meter loop (ZEROTEM)

• Lightweight, battery powered

Zonge Engineering and Research Organization, Inc.
Specialists in Electrical Geophysics • Field Surveys • Geophysical Consulting o/nstrumentation Sale and Lease
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THEGDP.16
Multi-Pur Receiver

.,...... C: C

/

FEATURES

• I to 8 channels,field-expandable • 896 KB RAM for data storage standard,
• 80C186 MPU, 80C187 math stores several days' worth of data--

coprocessor non-volatileRAM expansionup to 6 MB
• Simple to use menu-drivensoftware • Real-time data & statisticsdisplay
• All programs residentin memory • Anti-alias,powerlinenotch&telluric
• Resistivity,Time/FrequencyDomain IR filtering

CR, CSAMT, HACSAMT & TEM • AutomaticSP buckout,gain setting&
capability(optionalAMT and MT) calibration

• Screen-graphics:decay curves, • Rugged, portable& environmentally
contouredpseudosectionson sealed
256 x 128pixel LCD • Modulardesignforeasy upgrades&

• Use as a data loggerfor analogdata, board replacement
boreholedepth data, etc. • In-fielddata processingona personal

• 0.001 Hzto 8 kHz frequency range computer
(standard) • Complete support:field peripherals,

• One 16bitA/D per channel for speed & service network,software,training
phase accuracy • Easy to use menu-drivensoftware

• 256 KB ROM, 256 KB RAM for program
execution

Zonge Engineeringand Research Organization,Inc.
Specialistsin ElectricalGeophysics • Field Surveys • GeophysicalConsulting • InstrumentationSaleand Lease
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SPECIFK/mONS:GDP.116MULTI.PURPOSERIECEIVER

6Qilel_ll PhaseAccuracy,±0.1milliradian(0.006degree)
Description:Broad-band'multi-channel,multi-function, Adjacentchannelisolationat 100Hz: >90 db

digitalreceiver
Frequencyrange:0.001Hz to 8 kHz (standard) F_I_I' _1_
Number of channels:1to8 (fieldexpandable) Four-poleBesselanti-aliasfilter(software-controlled)
Surveycapabilities: Quadruple_ specifmdbyuser(e.g, 50/150Q50/450Hz,

Resistivity 50/150/60/180 Hz, 60/180/3001540,etc.)
Time domain IP Digitaltelluricfilter
Frequency/phasedomainIP
Complex resistivity AIIdog ta _
CSAMT (scalar,vector,tensor) Resolution:16bits±1/2 LSB
HarmonicCSAMT Conversiontime: 17psec
FrequencydomainEM Continuousselfcalibration
Transientelectromagnetics(TEM) One ND per channelformaximum speed and
Magnetotellurics(M_,AMT) phase accuracy
Otheruser-programmedfunctions

Softwarelanguage:C andassembly _ Sectjoll
Size: Microprocessors:80C186 with80C187 mathcoprocessor

LaJ'gecase: NEC V40 forkeyboard,LC_,displayand I/O control
41.x 20 x 45 cm(16x8 x 175in) Memory:.256 KBROM, 256 KB_ for programuse;

Small case: 896 KB RAM data storage(standard)
41 x20 x 31cm (16x 8 x 12in) Memory Expansion:1.5MB incrementsto 6 MB

Weight:(includingbatteriesand meter/connectionpanel): On-boardcalendarclock
Largecase: Serial ports:"lwoRS-232perts

8-channel,20 kg(43.5 Ib) Parallelport:.TwoIBM/Centronicscompatibleprinterports
8-channel,largebatterypack, 23.4 kg (51.5Ib) one standard,onebidirectional

Smallcase:
3-channel,14.3kg (31.5Ib); OptioffiS

Enclosure:Heavy-duty,environmentally-sealedaluminum Numberof char,nels(between 1 and8)
case RAM diskforextendeddata storage

Power:12V rechargeablebatteriesin removablebattery High-precisionrubidiumcrystaloscillatorwith agingratesof
pack(field-replaceablewithoutlossofsynchronization). _<5 x 10-" permonth
Over 10hoursnominaloperationat 20°C with8 chan- Externalbatteryand LCD heaterfor - 40° operation
nel unit;additionalbatteriesmounted internallyor IR filterfor LCD
externalbatteryinputfor extendedoperation incold
climates. Spec_cauonssubjecttochangewithoutnotice

Temperaturerange: - 40° to +600C (- 40° to +140°F) © Copyright 1991ZongeEngineering& Research Org_ization, Inc.
Humidityrange:5% to 100%;operable indirectrain
Time base:Oven-controlledcrystaloscillator;agingrate

<5 x 10-'° per24 hours

LCD alphanumeric/graphicsdisplay,41charactersby16
lines,withcontinuousview-angleadjustment,optional
heaterfor usedownto -40°C.

Sealed keyboardwith10numericand 25 functionkeys
Analogsignalmetersandanalogoutputs
Crystalon-off ZONGE
J_Bk_ EngineeringandResearch
Inputimpedance:10M_ at DC Organizauo_,Inc.

Dynamicrange:180dB Headquarters:
Minimumdetectablesignal:.03 #V 3322EastFortLowe,Road,Tucson,A_zona85716,USA
Maximum inputvoltage:±32 V Phone:(602)327-5501• Fax:(602)325.1588•Telex:165532CEERHOTUC
SP offsetadjustment:+_2.5V in76_.Vsteps (automatic)
Automaticgainsettingin binarystepsfrom1/8to 65,536 242GlenOsmondRoad,Fullarton,SA.5063
Input:Truedifferentialforcommon-moderejection PhoneInt:(618)338-1559• FaxInt:(618)79-6351• Telex:AA88713ABCENT
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THf GDP-32mm

•1

Broadband ElectricalMethodsReceiver

FEATURES

• I to 16channels,user-expandable • 896 KBRAM for datastoragestandard,
• 386SX MPU, 387SL mathcoprocessor storesseveraldays'worthofdata--non-
• Easyto usemenu-drivensoftware volatileRAM expansionupto 4 MB

• Real-timedata & statisticsdisplay• All programsresidentinmemory
• Resistivity,Time/FrequencyDomainIR CR, • Anti-alias,powerlinenotch& telluricfiltering

CSAMT,HACSAMT& TEM • AutomaticSPbuckout,gain setting&
• AMT,MT & NanoTEM®optional calibration
• Screen-graphics:decaycurves,contoured • Rugged,portable& environmentallysealed

pseudosectionson256 x 128pixelLCD •. Modulardesignforupgrades& board
• Use asa data loggerforanalogdata, replacement

boreholedata,etc. • Completesupport:fieldperipherals,service
• 0.001Hz to8 kHz frequencyrange network,software,training
• One 16bitND perchannelformaximum • FullcompatabilitywithGDP-16series

speed & phaseaccuracy receivers
• 4 MB ROM, upto 16MBRAM forprogram

execution

Zonge Engineering and Research Organization, Inc.
Specialists in Electrical Geophysics • Field Surveys • Geophysical Consulting • Instrumentation Sale and Lease
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SPECIFICATIONS:GDP-32MULTI-PURPOSERECEIVER

GelllOi'¢l PhaseAccuracy,±O.1milliradian(0.006degree)
Description:Broad-band,multi-channel,multi-function, Adjacentchannelisolationat 100Hz: >90db

digitalreceiver FilterSection
Frequencyrange:0.001Hzto8 kHz
Numberofchannels:1to 16(userexpandable) Four-poleBesselanti-aliasfilter(softwamcontrolled)
StandardSurveycapabilities: Quadruple-notch,specifiedbyuser(e.g,50/150/250/450Hz,

Resistivity 5011501601180Hz,60118013001540,etc.)
TimedomainIP Digitaltelluricfilter
Frequency/phasedomainIP
Complexresistivity AnalogtoDigitalConverter
CSAMT(scalar,vector,tensor) Resolution:16bits__.1/2LSB
HarmonicCSAMT Conversiontime:17/_sec
FrequencydomainEM Continuousselfcalibration
Transientelectromagnetics(TEM) OneA/Dperchannelformaximumspeedand

OptionalSurveycapabilities: phaseaccuracy
MMR,MagneticIP
aagnetct_;lurics(iT, AM'T) DigitalSedlcm
NanoTEM® Microprocessors:386SXwith387SLmathcoprocessor
Otheruser-programmedfunctions Memory:4 MB ROM,2 MB RAMforprogramuse;

Softwarelanguage:C andassembly 896KBRAMdatastorage(standard)
Size: MemoryExpansion:to 16MB

41x 20x 33 cm(16x 8 x 13in) On-boardcalendarclock
Weight:(includingbatteriesandmeter/connectionpanel): Serialports:TwoRS-232ports

8-channel,16kg(36Ib) Parallelport:One IBM/Centronicscompatibleprinterport
16-channel,19kg(42Ib)

Enclosure:Heavy-duty,environmentally-sealedaluminum OptjoIllS
case Numberofchannels(between1and16)

Power:12V rechargeablebatteriesinremovablebattery RAMDiskforextendeddatastorage
pack(field-replaceablewithoutlossofsynchronization). 60 MB HardDisk
Over10hoursnominaloperationat20°C with8 chan- ExtemalHigh-precisionrubidiumcrystaloscillatorwith
nelunit;externalbatteryinputforextendedoperationin agingratesof _<5 x 10-11per month
coldclimates,or formorethan8 channels. ExtemalbatteryandLCDheaterfor _400 operation

Temperaturerange:-400 to +60°C (-400 to+140°F)
Humidityrange:5O/oto 100%;operableindirectrain Specificationssubjecttochange without notice
Timebase:Oven-controlledcrystaloscillator;agingrate © Copyright 1992ZongeEngineering &ResearchOrganization, Inc.

<5 X10-,oper24 hours

 &co,d,oi=
LCDalphanumeric/graphicsdisplay,41charactersby 16

lines,withcontinuousview-angleadjustment,optional
heaterforusedownto -40°C.

IR/UVfilterforLCD
Sealedalphanumerickeyboard
Analogsignalmetersandanalogoutputs
Crystalon-off
Crystaladjust

, ZONGE
Inputimpedance:10MOatDC
Dynamicrange:190dB Engineering andResearch Organization, Inc.
Minimumdetectablesignal:.03#V
Maximuminputvoltage:+32V _izo, Alaska Australia
SP offsetadjustment:±2.25V in69/_Vsteps(automatic) 3322E.Ft.LowellRd. 4929PaloVerdeDr. 240Glen0sm0ndRd.Tucson,AZ85716 Fairbsnks,AK99709 Fullarton,S.A.5063
Automaticgainsettinginbinarystepsfrom1/8to65,536 Tel(602)327-5501 Tel(907)474-3679 TelInt(618)338-1559
Input:True differential for common-mode rejection Fax(602)325-1588 Fax(907)474-3684 FaxInt(618)379-6753
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THENT-20TRANSMITTER
Multi-function
Batte_-hwe_d
TEMTransmitter

FEATURES

- Dual output: NanoTEM ®or ZEROTEM
• Bipolarcurrent output upto 20 A
• 50 or100O/oduty cycle
• Lessthan 2 microsecondshutoff into20

meter loop(NanoTEM ®)
• Lessthan 50 microsecondstumoff into

100meter loop(ZEROTEM)
• Lightweight,battery powered

Zonge Engineeringand Research O_rganization,Inc.
Specialists in Electrical Geophysics • Field Surveys • Geophysical Consulting • InstrumentationSale and Lease
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SPECIFICATIONSFORTHENT-20TEMTRANSMITTER

FaultIndkators
Medmakal Over/UnderVoltage
Waterproofcasewithsealedfrontpanelandconnectors OverCurrent
25ampereratedoutputcurrentconnectors OverTemperature
Casesize:22x 28x 18cm

Weight:5 kg(withoutbatteries) Output Jacks
Currentmonitorterminals(100mV/A,1V/A)

Eledricol Outputcurrentterminals
Inputvoltage:10to30 VDC
Peakoutputcurrent:20A Power
TransmitcontrolfromGDPreceiverorXMT-series Externalbattery:10to30V

transmittercontroller(10mmaximumseparation) Powerconnector:four-pinmilitarytwist-lockReceivercontroloftransmitterON/OFF

Currentmonitoroutputs: Option0.1ohmZEROTEM
1.0ohm NanoTEM+' Fiberopticcontrollinkfor100m

Automaticovercurrentshutdown(setfor25A) or200mseparationbetween
MosfetIGBTpoweroutputcurrentswitch XMT/GDPandtransmitter

Automaticfaultdetection Specifications subject to change without notice

Controlsg Displ¢_ © Copyright 1992Zonge Engineering & Research Organization, Inc.

Lampsto indicatestateoftransmitter:poweron,
transmitting,fault,polarity

PowerOFF/ON
Transmit/Reset
CurrentSet
NanoTEM_TZEROTEM
LoopSize:

5m
10m
20m
50m

100m
MeterSelect
LCDdisplays:

Inputvoltage
Outputvoltage,current
Turnofftime,internaltemperature

lfb_ Engineeringand
[] IB_BBB Research Organization, Inc.

Arizona Alaaka Australia
3322E.I:1.LowellRd. 4929PaloVerdeDr. 240GlenOsmondRd.
Tucson,AZ85716 Fairbanks,AK99709 Fullarton,S.A.5063
Tel(602)327-5501 Tel(907)474.3679 TelInt(618)338-1559
Fax(602)325.1588 Fax(907)474.3684 FaxInt(618)379-6753
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TEM/3
MagneticAntenna

The TEM/3 antennaisa singlechannel OptionalstandsfortheTEM/3
magneticfieldantennausefulfortran- available:
sientelectromagnetic(TEM)controlled STANDFZforvertical
sourceaudio-frequencymagne- measurements,
toteUuric(CSAMT),andothertypesof STAND/XYforhorizontal
EMgeophysicalsurveysrneasudng perpendicularmeasurements,and
verticalorhorizontalfields.Multiple STAND/XZfora combinationof
unitsmaybe usedsimultaneouslyto oneverticalandonehorizontal
measuremultipleaxes. measurement.

TheTEM/3 isprovidedwithfrequency
domaincalibrationsandcan beused
insideoroutsidethetransmittingloop.

ZongeEngineeringandRemeerch.O_nlzation,Inc.Sp_lallsta inElectricalGeophysics• FieldSurveys• GeophysicalConsulting• InstrumentationSalesandLease
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SPECIFICATIONS:TEMI3 MAGNETICANTENNA

General Physical
Power: Two 9V alkaline batteries Length: 61 cm
Battery life: 7 days at 12 hours per day Diameter: 11cm
Amplifier gain: 33 Weight: 4.5 kgCore: ceramic ferrite, 2.54 x 45.7 cm
Number of turns: 4000
Effective Area: 10,000 m2
Minimum Detectable Signal: .007 gamma. Hz Specifioation$subjeottochangewithoutnotice
Maximum signal without saturation: 68,000 gamma. Hz © Copyright1991ZongeEngineering&ResearchOrganization,Inc.
Delay constant: 15 microseconds
Multiple unit crosstalk: > 60db isolation
Electrical response: dBIdt, DC to above 8 KHz.
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7iltlillilllll
Headquarters:
3322EastFortLowellRoad,Tucson,Adzona85716,USA
Phone:(602)327-5501• Fax:(602)325-1588• Telex:165532CEERHOTUC
242 Glen Osmond Road, Fullarton, SJ_. 5063
Phone Int. (618) 338-1559 • Fax Int: (618) 79-6351 • Telex: AA88713 ABCENT
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ANT/I
Magnetic Antenna

The ANTI1 antennaisa single
channelmagneticfieldantennaused
forcontrolledsourceaudio-frequency
magnetotelluric(CSAMT),andother
typesoffrequencydomainEMgeo-

surveysmeasuringvertical "
ntalfielcbMultipleunitsmay

beusedsimultaneouslyto measure
multipleaxes.TheANTI1isprovided
withfrequencydomaincalibration
forbothharmonicandsinglefrequency
application_

ZongeEngineeringandReeeemhOrgenlmfllon,Inc.
inEleab'toalGeophysi_• FTeldSurvey8• Geophy_loalConaulting• InstrumentationSaleeandLease
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SPECIFICATIONS:AHT/I MAGNETICANTENNA

General Physical
Power: Two 9V alkaline batteries Length:80 cm
Batterylife:14daysat 12 hoursper day Diameter:9.5cm
Amplifiergain:101 Weight:8.0kg
Numberof turns:8000 Core:ceramicferrite,2.54 x 61 cm
EffectiveArea: 82,000 m_
MinimumDetectable Signal:

.004 gamma.Hz fordB/dt response ,_wc_cau_ssubjecttochangewithout notice

.00016gamma/Hz at 4 kHz ¢ Copyright 1991Zonge Engineering & Reseamh Organization, Ir_

Maximumsignalwithoutsaturation:
8000 gamma.Hz fordBIdtresponserange
37 gammas at 4 kHz
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Eu, t Ftwl LowellRoad, Tucson, Adzor'_ _5Y16, USA

Phone: (602)327-5501•Fax: (602) 325-1588•Telex: 165532CEERHO TUC

242 GlenOsmond Road, Fullarton, S,A.5063
PhoneInt:(618)338-1559 • Fax Int:(618)79-6351 • Telex:AA88713ABCENT
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